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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study was to analyze leadership strategies employed by top 40 

under 40 executives in Kenya in relation to high performance.  The objectives of the 

study were to identify the characteristics of the young successful executives, to 

establish the challenges that the young executives faced and to determine the 

leadership strategies employed by the young successful executives to achieve high 

performance. The study was descriptive in approach. Sources of data included 

questionnaires which were the primary sources of data while secondary data included 

journals, books and articles. A census population of 79 young executives was 

involved in the study as the sample population of the top 40 under 40.   The findings 

were analyzed through SPSS and report presented by frequency tables, chi square and 

cross tabulation tables.  The findings show that the young executives have leadership 

traits similar to empirical literature. These leadership traits included being ambitious 

(96%), articulate (98%) and perceptive (94%). The findings indicated that the young 

executives faced similar challenges found in empirical literature which included; 

understanding changing employee values (74%), getting support from the board of 

directors (56%) and growing leaders within the organization (72%). The leadership 

strategies were also similar to empirical literature and included the use of a strategic 

plan (90%) and the use of soft skills such as influence (92%).  On further analysis 

through chi square, a strong relationship was found between board support and 

innovation with a lamda of .64 which indicates that board support enhances 

innovation.  The study recommends that leadership traits should be detected early so 

that they can be natured and developed early.  Mentorship programs are 

recommended in order to share experiences and knowledge. The study further 
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recommends a research on whether the success of the top 40 under 40 is long term or 

just a hype by the media. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY 

Introduction 

In every organized team, a leader emerges whether informally or 

formally. We therefore cannot function without leaders and the quality of our 

life and organization is influenced by the quality of our leaders, a fact noted 

by Bennis (2009). 

According to Bennis and O’Toole (2000), a leader must be able to 

move human hearts in motivating and inspiring staff to greater innovation and 

performance.  This is a skill that all young executives should possess, since 

the shareholders require maximization of their wealth in a company. 

Kotter (2001) states that leadership is about influence and managing 

change. Leadership is different from management. Management deals with 

administration, routine planning, controlling and managing complex issues in 

a firm.  However, leadership and management cannot exist without each 

other; if they do a malfunction will occur. This is because one cannot lead, 

change or influence a firm that is not well coordinated, planned and managed.  

On the other hand, a well managed project needs good leadership to survive 

the competition. 

The unique role of an executive has been categorized into four 

distinctive roles by Lafley (2009).  Firstly, a leader has to understand the 

outside and create the meaning out of the outside that will lead to the 

improvement of the organization.  The outside includes, the stakeholders, the 

consumers, the industry, the technology.  These outside offers the market, the 
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competition and the raw materials to the organization.  Secondly, the 

executive has to decide what business the organization will do and not do. 

Thirdly, the executive has to maintain a balance between short term goals and 

long term goals.  Fourthly the executive should set and model the values, the 

standards, and the ethics of an organization, while focusing more on the 

customer to create a competitive edge. 

Drucker (2004) states that being an effective executive is about 

practicing the following eight actions, namely;(1) Doing what needs to be 

done; (2) Doing what is right for the enterprise; (3) Developing action plans; 

(4) Taking responsibility for decisions made; (5) Taking responsibility for 

communicating; (6) Focusing on opportunities rather than problems; (7) 

Conducting productive meetings, and lastly; (8) Listening first and speaking 

last. In all these practices, an executive should be conscientious in his work 

and decisions.   

In moving the organization from being good to great, the executives 

should endeavor to offer level 5 leadership. In this context, the executives 

should be humble, strong willed, and should give credit to team members. 

The executive is no longer a hero but a person motivated to lead, which in 

turn gives the executive the will and commitment to succeed (Collins, 2001). 

On becoming an executive, Potter, Lorsch, and Nohria (2004) note 

that a leader must learn to manage by organizational context rather than 

functional operations.  A leader must also learn how to manage the board 

relationship.  Further, a leader should be able to communicate and sell the 

organization’s strategy.  The executives must also design sound processes, 
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select and mentor staff to enable right choices in decisions and actions. As a 

person, the executive must earn the moral mandate to lead by convincing the 

staff to voluntary commitment. A leader must also have a work life balance to 

enable him achieve the perspective required to make decisions.   

The world has taken notice of the emerging generation of young 

leaders. The Aspen Institute has formed the Aspen Global Leadership 

Network (AGLN), around the world whose fellows have now formed the 

leadership initiatives in Africa, Asia and other parts of the world.  The Africa 

Leadership Initiative (ALI) is divided into regions such as West Africa, East 

Africa and South Africa with locations in Nigeria, Mozambique, Ghana, Dar 

esSaalam and South Africa. The initiative’s mission is to create leaders/young 

executives from ages of 30 to 45 years that are value driven, effective and 

enlightened.  By this age, they should have already accomplished success and 

need to move to the next level, from success to significance.  The 

beneficiaries of ALI in Kenya include Stella Kilonzo - executive capital 

Market, Linus Gitahi – executive officer Media Group, Mugo Kibati - 

Director General Vision 2030, Muchiri Wahome –MD Deacons, and Julie 

Gichuru Group Digital Business Manager Royal Media (www.ali-ea-

foundation.net). 

These young executives have won international awards. For example, 

Mr James Mworia won the Africa Young Business Leader Award in 2011, Dr 

Gachao Kiuna is among the 10 youngest power men in Africa as listed by 

Forbes, Dr Ahmed Kalebi Yakub has been nominated in the UK “2000 

Outstanding intellectuals of the 21st century 2009/2010 edition” and Kamal 
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Budhabhatti has won Africa Award 2010 for entrepreneurship.  It is therefore 

necessary to learn what drives these young executives. 

General Characteristics of Young Executives 

 

It has been noted that the young executive leaders are well educated, 

highly ambitious and innovative.  They are also highly motivated and willing 

to go the extra mile.  The young leaders read widely for intellectual capital 

and in seek opportunities (Bernhut, 2001). They work smart and embrace 

urgency for success. They seek to thoroughly understand the industry they 

work for and when opportunities arise they are easily promoted hence moving 

up the ladder very fast. Most have worked outside the country, gaining 

multicultural experience and exposure to developed economies making it 

easier for them to spot business opportunities (Business Daily, 2011).   

Measure of success and performance by the Young Executives. 

 

 According to Kaufman (2010) the executives have five roles which 

are: (1) energizing or motivating the team; (2) strategic implementation; (3) 

recruiting the right staff; (4) management and; (5) relation building with 

stakeholders. If the team is well motivated and the company has the right staff 

to implement the right strategy the work of the executive is easier. 

Hansen, Ibarra, and Peyer (2010) also note that financial growth 

should not be the only measure of success or performance by an executive. 

The Executive should endeavor to also improve the welfare of the 

community, the environment and the employees. They further note that 
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background of the executive and the situation inherited from his or her 

predecessor affects the performance of an executive. 

The young executives won their award of top 40 under 40 on their 

achievement to leadership positions early in life and other performance 

parameters. These parameters included the level of influence of the young 

executive for example, who the young executive reported to and also how 

many people reported to the executive. The size and territory of the company 

headed by the executives, the level of the company’s capitalization and the 

budget that the young executive managed are some of the other criteria used.  

Any significant achievements, innovations and impact the young executives 

had made in their leadership position was also taken into account. Lastly, the 

future potential of the executives was also considered (Business Daily, 2011).   

Leadership Strategies for Young Executives 

 

Strategy, according to Viljoen and Dann (2003), is the means used to 

achieve objectives of an organization and involves the process of identifying, 

choosing and implementing activities that will facilitate the long term 

performance of an organization by setting direction and by creating ongoing 

compatibility between internal skills, resources of the organization and the 

changing external environment within which it operates.  The work of a 

leader on the other hand is to motivate and inspire people to work from their 

heart to achieve a great long term performance and innovation as noted by 

Bennis and O’Toole (2000).  This therefore means that young executives need 

to identify tools or strategies that will assist them achieve their leadership 

objectives.  Leadership strategies touch the heart to spur performance and 
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innovation.   The study found that most leadership strategies are soft skill for 

example, influence, trust, charisma, credibility, use of stories to simplify hard 

concepts, mentorship and coaching.  This is complemented by use of strategic 

plans, having the right staff and strategic intelligence to counter competition 

and have competitive advantage for the organization. 

 The young executives perform because they are results driven and 

focus on their goals.  The young executives also reenergize in community 

activities such as playing golf, squash, philanthropy and balancing between 

work and family life.  They are disciplined and worked hard.  Due to their 

exposure abroad, some young executives are very innovative and bring new 

ideas into the country.  The young executives also employ young 

professionals in their management team to fit with their organizational 

culture, which reduces intergenerational conflicts in the office (Business 

Daily, 2011).   

Background to the Study 

 

In recent times the boardroom has experienced a paradigm shift.  The 

boardrooms are no longer the preserve of old mature executives, a crop of 

young executives have taken up executive leadership positions.  These young 

executives below forty years in age can be found leading successfully in all 

spheres of life, from businesses to entrepreneurship, corporate leaders and 

executives. 

As noted by the Business Daily Newspaper (2010), the young 

executives are highly educated, with a majority of them having a master’s 

degree level of education.  This enables them to start employment at the level 
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of assistant managers and graduate trainees. This can be seen in Kenya where, 

the top 40 successful young women executive directors under 40 years in age 

are highly educated with a large percentage of them at 45% having studied 

abroad.  These women are educated, self confident and taking their 

organizations to the next level.  

The survey on top 40 under 40 men executives also identified good 

education as the best ladder to leadership. The young executives have gone to 

Kenya’s best schools and some have also studied abroad.  Most of the men 

have become entrepreneurs, by opening and being founders of their own 

successful companies (Business Daily, 2011).   

It is of essence to identify the leadership characteristics and strategies 

the young executives employ in enhancing their performance. Once 

appointed, the young executives are entrenched in their positions by the 

sources of power they possess as executive directors.  According to 

Northhouse (2007), these sources of powers include legitimate power, 

expertise power, coercive power, reward power and referent power. 

The increase in numbers of the young executives could have been 

facilitated by Kenya’s Vision 2030, which has acknowledged the Small and 

Medium Enterprises (SME) an informal sector that employs 75% of the 

country’s labour force. Young executives will be found managing these 

cottage industries and organizations as result of funding and training on 

entrepreneurial and management skills under the Youth Empowerment Fund.  

The acknowledgement gives validity to the products produced by the SME 

hence indirectly legitimizing young entrepreneurs (www.youthfund.go.ke). 
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 Performing entrepreneurs and executives have self confidence, are 

risk takers, ambitious, innovative, self driven and request for big loans from 

banks which are now available to expand their businesses from small scale to 

SME.  For example, the Equity Bank signed a US50 million loan from China 

Development Bank to loan SME at the low interest rate of between 7% and 

9% to make loans easily available (China Daily, 2010). 

The Kenyan government has also supported the increase in young 

entrepreneurs/executives by reducing business constraints such as offering a 

single business permit, reviewing legislation of the informal sector in the 

public procurement Act 2005 and offering an economic stimulus package to 

the youth and women. This has greatly reduced the challenges faced by young 

entrepreneurs/executives in the growth of their businesses (Kenya Budget 

Speech, 2009-2009). 

Statement of the Problem 

 

This study was important due to the continued increase in the number 

of young executives under the age of 40 years. This age group in leadership is 

a new phenomenon since leadership and executive positions have for a long 

time been held by old mature men who were believed to have a lot of 

experience and wisdom. These young executives have influence in their 

industries and some of them are in charge of large territories such as regional 

and continental office portfolio.  This means that the under 40 years segment 

is achieving success and needs to be fully investigated. The characteristics, 

challenges and strategies these young executives employ in the workplace 

have also not been studied. 
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According to a survey carried out in India, 73% of the respondent felt 

their organizations would perform better if they had a young CEO (The 

Economic Times, 2011). The survey indicated that as many as 77% managers 

wanted their CEOs to be in the age bracket 35-45 years. 

In Kenya, for two consecutive years The Business Daily Newspapers 

have carried out a survey for the top 40 under 40 years successful executives 

(Business Daily, 2010, 2011).  This survey identified that there is an increase 

of young educated and able executives under the age of 40 years. To the best 

knowledge of the researcher’s knowledge, there are very few studies which 

focus on the young leaders and executives.  The top 40 under 40 awards 

organizers under the Business Daily have recognized the emergence of this 

leadership segment and are creating awareness to the presence and the 

increase of this crop of young executives.  This study sought to fill this 

empirical literature gap.   The study focused on this segment of young 

executives and analyzed their characteristics, the challenges they faced and 

the leadership strategies they employed to maintain high performance.   

This knowledge would inform the existing and the increasing number 

of young executives.  The study would also be able to establish any gaps or 

challenges the young executives faces so that systematic solutions could be 

sought, especially on how to reduce friction between the young and old 

generation workers. 

Knowledge of the characteristic of the young managers will inform 

talent management departments and enable them help young people develop 

such traits or characteristics to their full potential in their leadership pipeline 
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as noted by Charan, Drotter and Noel (2001).  There is need to legitimize 

young executive managers which is a new phenomena to reduce the friction 

between the young and older generation.  This should be acknowledged 

worldwide especially in policies where discrimination is not allowed, more so 

in age and which should be explicitly documented (Business Daily, 2009) 

Purpose of the Study 

 

The purpose of the study was to analyze the leadership strategies 

employed by top 40 under 40 executives in Kenya in relation to high 

performance.  

Objectives of the Study 

 

The objectives of the study included the following:- 

i) To identify the characteristics of the young successful 

executives 

ii) To establish the challenges that young executives faced 

iii) To determine the leadership strategies the young successful 

executives were employing in order to achieve high 

performance. 

Research Questions 

 

1. What were the characteristics of young successful executives? 

2. What were the challenges that the young executives face? 
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3. What leadership strategies were the young successful 

executives employing to remain at the top? 

Justification of the Study 

 

This study was informed by the growing number of young leaders in 

the country who are occupying high level offices (Business Daily, 2010). 

Whereas their contribution has been noticeable, there has been no study that 

has examined their characteristics and leadership strategies in relations to 

performance. It was therefore important to establish what drives and inspires 

the young executives to effective leadership.   

Significance of the Study 

 

The study on leadership strategies employed by the young executives  

increases the body of knowledge on leadership theory. The study further 

sheds light on strategies that have led to young executives be successful.  This 

study also supports the creation of leadership development programs that 

would continuously empower and help the growth of young executive 

leaders.  The study would also assist in the development of structures that aid 

executives to overcome the challenges they face.  Furthermore, the findings 

of this study could aid the establishment of tools that would be used to 

empower the young people before they start working.  Such tools include 

school curriculums that appreciate diversity, work relationships, innovation, 

age differences, use of illustrations/stories and good work ethics. 
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Assumptions of the Study 

 

1. The personal characteristics and traits of young executives were 

similar to those which were cited in empirical leadership 

literature. 

2. The young executives faced the same challenges as those cited 

in empirical leadership literature.  

3. The young executives employed similar leadership strategies as  

those cited in empirical leadership literature. 

Scope of the Study 

 

The study analyzed the leadership strategies for the top 40 under 40 

young executives for 2011 in Kenya.  The top 40 under 40 is a country wide 

nomination where a call to nominate executives under 40 years is placed in 

the nationwide newspaper, the Daily Nation.   

Limitations and Delimitations of the Study 

 

1. The population frame was arrived at through nomination and 

could have left out better candidates.  However, a professional 

panel with a set criterion judged those nominated.   

2. The young executives had busy schedules for interview and for 

filling the questionnaires. However, most young executives are 

highly educated and understood the importance of an academic 

survey and cooperated in filling the questionnaire for this 

research study. 
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3. There are few books on young executives. However, the 

researcher utilized books, internet and journals articles on 

leadership which empower the young executives since 

leadership content is constant. 

Definition of Terms 

 

A leader is a person who influences a group of individuals to achieve 

a common goal (Northouse, 2007).   

Influence is credibility or friendly persuasion that brings about 

compliance of actions required (Hackman & Johnson, 2004).   

Performance management looks at the internal organization and how 

it relates to its stakeholders and the environment and further involves 

employee behaviours (Halachmi, 2005).  

Strategy is the means used to achieve objectives of an organization 

and involves the process of identifying, choosing and implementing activities 

that will enhance the long term performance of an organization by setting 

direction and by creating ongoing compatibility between internal skills, 

resources of the organization and the changing external environment within 

which it operates (Stacey, 1996; Viljoen & Dann, 2003).  

Shareholders are individuals, group, or organization that owns one or 

more shares in a company, and in whose name the share certificate is issued 

(Viljoen & Dann, 2003).  
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Emotional maturity is defined as how well one is able to respond to 

situations, control emotions and behave in an adult manner when dealing with 

others (Bunker, Kram, & Sharon, 2002). 

Summary 

The chapter has looked at the current leadership phenomenon. It has 

highlighted the background to the study, the problem statement, and purpose 

of the study, objectives and research questions.  It has also looked at the 

significance, assumption and limitations of the study. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to review related literature on leadership and 

whether age in executive leadership is related to performance. The areas covered in 

this chapter include leadership and age, executive functions, leadership strategies, 

theoretical framework and conceptual framework. 

Leadership and Age 

 

Nothing is static, not even leadership. Today’s leadership is very challenging 

due to the pace of change in of technology, business climate, high expectations of the 

followers and the illusion of control by the executives (Arnold & Randal, 2010). 

Though the leadership content is constant the context is dynamic.  Today’s leaders 

mobilize others to get extraordinary results, they help transform values into action and 

bring visions into reality. Today’s leaders also turn obstacles to innovation, 

separateness into solidarity and risks into rewards. It is the work of the leader to create 

a climate where people turn challenging opportunities into remarkable success 

(Kouzes & Posner, 2007).  A leader therefore has to be competent in self awareness, 

self management, social awareness and interpersonal skills (Goleman, 1995).  

Exemplary leaders show the way, they inspire a shared vision, they challenge the 

process, enable others to act and encourage the heart of the team. The young 

executives can learn all these through executive coaching and mentoring. 

According to Quinn (2005), leadership is a mental state that is activated by a 

crisis or a need. This fundamental state of leadership is temporary in nature. During a 

crisis, a person regardless of age is energized to offer leadership to solve the problem 
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using his deepest values and instinct. During the crisis, the leader becomes result 

oriented, has renewed energy, vision and is self confident.  These new behaviours lead 

to great performance in decision making, taking into cognizance the environment and 

the common good for all.  In this scenario, age is not a consideration, but solving a 

crisis.  

Zacher, Roshing, and Frese’s (2011) research on age and leadership found that 

age, determines the type of leadership.  The mature leaders are motivated to leave 

behind a legacy which resulted in transformational and transactional types of 

leadership.  The young executives are motivated with future career aspirations and 

opportunities leading to a passive avoidant leadership. 

People who have lived or worked for many years are regarded to have a lot of 

experience. However, according to Robbins and Judge (2007), experience is not a 

good indicator of leadership. This is because experience is measured through the 

length of time one has served in a certain position. In most instances, this length of 

time does not indicate diversity and quality of experience achieved by a leader.  

Different cultures, support resources, types of jobs and follower characteristics make 

every leadership experience unique and incomparable.  A leader therefore needs 

different skills to handle different challenges caused by different situations.  As such 

when a new situation arises, new experiences are learned by both the young and 

mature leaders. 

Age in leadership also affects the type of risks an organization takes.  

Kabacoff (2002) found that older executives study problems in the light of past 

practices in order to ensure predictability and minimize risk, through consultations 

and also through delegation. On the other hand, a young executive takes riskier 
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actions and manages impression by adopting a signal of superior ability. This is 

because a younger executives wants to establish a reputation for being talented in 

decision making, leadership, and performance abilities, which in turn, creates a good 

curriculum vitae for one’s next career a term known as serial young executives. Serial 

young executives are preferred because of their previous strong positive performance 

record (Gudell & Maarit, 2010).  

The younger executives also works harder, makes bold investment decision 

that increase productivity and efficiency as opposed to the older executives who are 

conservative in nature.  The young executives also utilize precise information to make 

more investment strategies that is generated by technology. These makes the young 

executive appear more busier and relatively successful, which in turn signals 

confidence and superior abilities as opposed to older executives (Prendergast & Stole, 

1996). 

It has been illustrated by Armstrong (2003) that age is a poor predictor of job 

performance.  The young and mature executives more than ever before are living 

active and healthier lifestyles as they get older. It would therefore be misleading to 

equate physical and mental ability with age.  The younger population on the other 

hand is educated and providing professionalism in their areas of work.  Due to a 

higher level of education, the young executives have become better at 

conceptualization of strategies than some mature uneducated executives.  However, 

due to practice over the years, the mature executives may have insights that the young 

executives may overlook.  It is therefore important for both the young and the old to 

work together. 
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Age is a demographic attribute that affect organization performance, conflict 

and turnover (Pfeffer, 1983). Young executives are flexible to changes, are energetic 

and competitively achieve high in depth knowledge and are calmer and more 

understanding. The older executives delegate more and are able to mentor and inspire 

others.  Under 40 young executives are a mixture of two generations, namely X and 

Y.  Generation X is between the 31-45 years and was born between 1965 and 1981. 

They have embraced technology, diversity and entrepreneurship. Generation Y on the 

other hand, is between ages 15 and 30 years and was born between born 1980 and 

1995. Generation Y is also known as the millennials and is optimistic, enjoy 

collaboration, is goal oriented, can multitask and is comfortable in embracing 

technologies and appreciating meaningful work. These characteristics may have led to 

their increase in both global and national corporate leadership (Martin, 2005) 

According to Bunker, Kram, and Sharon (2002), even though some executives 

under 40 years are smart and aggressive, some of them are clueless in emotional 

maturity. The young executives move the ladder too fast to develop the leadership 

characteristic and interpersonal skills necessary to lead at every leadership growth 

level or pipeline.  This lack of emotional maturity may result in a wrong decision 

which may lead to a big loss for the organization and may also end the career of a 

young executive. 

Young Executives as Leaders 

According to Pierce and Newstrom (2008), leadership is developed through 

experiential learning. Experiential learning is facilitated by education, experience and 

a model known as Action-Observation- Reflection (A-O-R).  In this model the young 

person aspiring to be a leader is involved in an action and observes the leader’s 
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reaction to challenges and the standards set to ensure quality.  The young leader then  

reflects on the whole experience and learns from it on how to lead a team. 

For one to be a leader, one must have the desire to lead, even if one has the 

personality, behaviour and skill to lead (Chan & Drasgow, 2001).  With the desire to 

lead, one then takes measures to grow leadership skills by actions such as keeping a 

journal of daily leadership events, volunteering to be chairmen of committees and 

lead new initiatives in the organization.  This is known as the 10% stretch where one 

puts an effort to improve their leadership skills in manageable and measurable strides. 

In this tasks, one learns to be more assertive, how to coordinate and direct meetings 

(Hughes, Ginnett, & Curphy, 2009). 

Leadership is a process.  There are two types of leadership skills, basic and 

advanced.  Basic leadership skills include learning from experience, communication, 

listening, assertiveness, providing constructive feedback, effective stress 

management, building technical competence, building effective relationships with 

superiors, setting goals, punishment and conducting meetings.  The advanced 

leadership skills include, delegating, managing conflict, negotiating, problem solving, 

improving creativity, diagnosis of performance problems in individuals, groups and 

organizations, team building, building high performance teams, developing plans, 

credibility, coaching and empowerment (Hughes et al.,  2009). 

Daft (2008) notes that leadership context has changed.  The old context 

attributes are being replaced by new dimentions.  The leader  no longer offers stability 

but manages change and crisis. He or she no longer controls but empowers, he or she 

no longer maintains competition but collaboration. A leader no longer prefers 

uniformity but encourages diversity.  A leader is no longer self centered but works for 

a higher ethical purpose.  Lastly, a leader is not a hero but  a person of humility. 
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It has been noted by Bennis and Thomas (2009) that the characteristics of a 

leader include competence of the task at hand, ability to articulate, human sensitivity, 

tact, compassion and diplomacy.  Although these characteristics do not mention age, 

some aspects require age.   For instance for one to acquire a high level of competence 

and be able to articulate issues, it may require time to develop the relevant skills.  

Some of the skill may be learnt through mentorship and coaching by older people who 

have acquired this knowledge through age. 

In leadership we must always look at the context.  This makes the leader  

respond to various followers differently in the same situation. A leader may also 

respond to the same followers differently in different situations. Followers may also 

respond to various leaders differently in different situations.  Leadership effectiveness 

is the behaviour in the context of the followers (Hughes et al., 2009).  Leadership can 

be considered to be the personal qualities, behavior styles and decisions adopted by 

the leaders. Leadership can also be the ability of an individual to influence, motivate 

and enable others to contribute towards effectiveness and success of the organization 

of which they are members (House et al., 2004). 

Hamm (2011) notes that a leader should earn the right to lead through being 

authentic, being trustworthy and being compelling with a commitment to win.  The 

leader should be competent and credible.  He should lead followers from talent to 

teams, leading strategy from ideas to plans and leading execution from action to 

results.  A leader should communicate in an open and honest dialogue and lastly he 

should make decisions that are value based.  The leader aims to leave a lasting legacy.  

This can be achieved by the young executives under forty years. 

Senge (2006) describes a leader as a designer, a teacher and a steward. He 

notes that it is difficult to be a leader in an organization that is poorly designed, that 
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the leader should coach as learning is the source of leading.  The leader should also 

ensure that staff in the organization takes care of resources both in kind and in cash. A 

designer and a teacher require specific competencies that take time to develop and at 

times the young executive may use older consultants specialized in organization 

systems to help map out an effective design for the organization. Networking with 

other executives, both older and younger one’s provide information that on further 

enquiry and research is used to coach staff within the organization. Further, Buchen 

(2005) states that the structure of an organization should be fluid, integrated, 

networked and agile to meet the needs of the future and to enable the firm maintain a 

competitive edge. 

In leadership, the key to influencing others is connecting with them.  

According to Maxwell (2010), connecting with others lead to success.  This can be 

learned.  Connecting is all about others and hence one has to find a common ground 

with the people he wants to influence or connect with, make simple communications, 

capture their interest, inspire them and being authentic, this are things anyone can 

learn to do. Connection goes beyond words, it includes what people see, understand, 

feel and hear hence for one to succed in connecting, one must be proactive, have 

clarity and be patient.  One must also wait until the meaning of a communication has 

been understood by all concerned, one must also be selfless in giving and lastly the 

connector or leader must  have stamina that is, being refreshed and recharged to 

enable him have energy for connecting with others.  The young executives under 40 

years have capacity to learn these principles and practises. 

Leadership is not about age.  According to the research of Bennis and Thomas 

(2009), leadership is formed out of “crucible experiences".  These crucibles are 

"intense, transformational experiences" which transforms the leader to be a much 
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wiser person.  The result of crucible experiences are four leadership competencies: 

adaptive capacity, shared meaning, voice and purpose.  In adaptive capacity, one 

transcends adversity with all the attendant stress and emerges a stronger person. The 

leader has to engage others and ensure that a shared meaning has been achieved.  This 

is important for a leader since it his duty to share his vision with others.  Voice is a 

compelling sense of conviction. A leader has to have purpose with a strong sense of 

integrity and values. 

According to Welch and Welch (2005), leadership is about growing others and 

not about the leader. As a leader, you coach, evaluate your staff, make sure the people 

see, live and breathe the vision of the organization. A leader should also establish trust 

and be courageous to make unpopular decision. According to Goleman (1995) 

emotional intelligence will be very essential for executives to maintain high 

performance since it includes self awareness, emotional management, flexibility, 

empathy cooperation, interpersonal skill, self confidence and stress tolerance.  The 

young executive will also need basic management skills in time management, how to 

delegate, situational leadership, managing diversity, meeting facilitation, conflict 

resolution, motivation and decision making. 

Charisma in leaders is important and is often mistakenly seen as a magical 

element of someone’s personality, and therefore seen as a personality attribute.  The 

truth is, charisma is a perception by someone else.The behaviour for charisma 

includes personal appearance which can be easily learnt by the young executives.  

High level of self confidence and vivid visualization of success can have powerful 

effect.  Charisma is physical and is conveyed by the body language. Lastly, charisma 

can be seen in a leader’s persona in contagious energy,  enthusiasm, positivity and 

having a generous mindset (Haney, Sirbasku, & Mccann, 2010). 
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According to Bennis and Thomas (2009), leaders should have adaptive 

capacity, the ability to fail and recover, work well across boundaries and groups, are 

able to admit that they do not know. The potential leader spends their energy finding 

opportunities instead of finding fault. This is known as engaging others through 

shared meaning. A leader guides not forces people to work.  How one attracts and 

motivates people determines how successful one is, as a leader. The potential leader 

has a voice; he lives what he believes, chooses his words carefully, and tests himself 

before testing others. A leader should have values that are clear, he is does not shy 

away from conflict resolution and knows when to lead and when to follow. He has a 

purpose and has a track record that is action and results oriented. All this attributes 

have not mentioned age, but the ability to be adaptable. 

To be a good leader, you must make a difference and have a greater awareness 

of the important factors influencing leadership process. The leadership process 

include the situation, the follower and personality or behavior of the leader. 

Personality characteristic of a leader do not make a leader inherently effective.  What 

matters is how those characteristics are expressed in leadership behavior and how that 

behavior is understood by the followers.  The leader, the follower, and situations are 

all part of the leadership process.  Pierce and Newstrom (2008), argue that leaders 

must fit the expectations of the followers.  Respect and cooperation is easy if the 

leaders behave according to the expectations of their followers. Example is that he 

must be fair, firm and straight, considerate, friendly approachable but distance.  

Ethical behaviour is important in all leaders and executives to provide ethical 

guidance and role modeling. 

A leader should possess Emotional Intelligence (EI), this helps leaders to be 

understand their emotions, why they behave the way they do.  This in turn gives them 
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an insight into what their body and mind are trying to tell them.  They can also use 

their EI to understand others and their point of view. Why their subordinates feel what 

they feel and do what they do and use that knowledge to help staff perform at their 

best. They can resolve conflict quickly, be good at crisis management, strong at 

communicating and successful where others fail (Goleman, 1995). People with high 

EI tend to experience a healthy balance of feelings such as, motivation, friendship, 

focus, fulfillment, peace of mind, awareness, self control, freedom, appreciation while 

those with low EI tend to feel fear, loneliness, instability, obligation, failure, 

victimization, anger resentment, guilt and emptiness  In short, EI brings a leader with 

self control, empathy, teamwork, self-confidence, achievement oriented.  Decision 

making process is an emotional one, based on how we related to our established 

values. 

Executive Functions 

Young Executives as Managers and Leaders 

Leadership is an art that requires practice of certain aspects.  In this context, it 

has no relationship with age.  It is important for the leader to be both a leader and a 

manager, to facilitate three essential components in an organization.  These are human 

relations skills, technical skills and administrative skills. In human relations the 

manager leader maintains effective relationships in the organization to enhance team 

morale, a sense of common purpose and motivating staff.  In technical and 

administrative skills, the manager leader organizes tasks to achieve the purpose of the 

organization. To be effective a manager leader must also ensure task accomplishment 

through consideration and initiating task. Consideration is where trust, confidence and 

respect is built and demonstrated towards the subordinates. Initiating structure is when 

the manager leader defines the tasks which help him achieve the organizational goals.  
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This is through identifying their own role and the role of the subordinates and then 

directing the organizational activities towards strategy implementation. These 

activities include planning, communication, and information, scheduling, criticizing 

and trying out new ideas (Hughes et al.,  2009). 

Young Executives as Strategists 

According to Bennis and O’Toole (2002), a young executive should be a 

strategic thinker with the end in mind, a clear planning system and willingness to take 

risk.  The new paradigm of a successful young executive is a person who is 

comfortable with and excited by ideas and information. This information is then 

synthesized, reflected on and the right perspective formed to benefit the organization 

through formulation of competitive advantage strategies. 

Scanning the environment, doing a SWOT analysis, PESTEL and TOWS 

analysis provide both internal and external information from the industry.  All spheres 

ranging from political, economic, social, cultural, Ethical, technical and legal provide 

crucial information that help the company to formulate a strategy that assist the young 

executives and the organization as a whole to know what they will concentrate with as 

their core business and what not to concentrate on (Dess, Lumpkin, & Eisner, 2006). 

Gilad (2011) advises the young executives to build on strategic intelligence by 

employing young rising stars in the company with a short tenure of two to three years, 

before their objectivity is compromised, to identify strategic initiatives. These 

strategic initiatives are then tested and scanned by use of strategy test kits such as war 

gaming and other confrontational methods to pry open implicit and explicit 

assumptions with continuous engagements on strategy for the organization.  He 

further states that young executives should not concentrate too much on competitor 

intelligence since it blurs ones vision of opportunities in the market. 
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The young executives should ensure his company can operate globally and can 

cope with future volatility. This should be informed by data measurements and 

statistical profiles; he should use technology to get reports in real and just in time 

form.  He should be able to predict the future even if he has to employ chief 

anticipatory officer or actuarial scientist to assist in forecasting, trends analyzing for 

both short and long term future (Buchen, 2005). 

For a young executive to be successful in strategy, he must perform his 

informational role.  This is through Knowledge management both in social networks 

and technology.  He must be able to create, share, disseminate appropriately and 

leverage knowledge for competitiveness.  The young executives should realize the 

value and significance of knowledge leadership, this is in what and how it can 

contribute to enhanced business excellence. In knowledge management, Knowledge 

networks and community should be created, customer focus, cross functional teams, 

well planned job rotations, personnel transfers, knowledge management systems, 

databases and email networks are ways to tap to knowledge management. Lastly, a 

young executive should establish technological and social means to manage 

knowledge and institutionalizing them and constantly encouraging people to use the 

knowledge mechanism (Lakshman, 2008).   

As the chief strategists, the young executives has tools to help know what the 

organization should and should not do through strategic plans, corporate policy 

established by the board of directors, statutory laws and guidelines.  He has to scan 

the environment using his intelligence to be able to provide both good short and long 

term solutions. He also has to have an executive manual to help in business planning 

and management strategy (Braggs, 2010). 
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Young Executive and Board of Directors 

Young Executives are normally recruited by the board of directors.  The board 

also supervises, appraises the performance of the executives and offering guidance in 

formulating the corporate policy.  The board should also challenge the young 

executives when there are questionable issues or the executives are underperforming.  

Succesful young executives have learnt the art of good board relationship 

management.  The young executive benefit from the board of director’s wisdom, and 

expertize that  comes with age (Bukhvalov & Bukhvalova, 2011). 

Young Executive and Language 

The executives also lead through language. When leading young executives 

should use language that creates urgency for action, fosters collaboration and 

transmits value. In both written and spoken communication, the young executives 

should exude confidence, political awareness and world class confidence in their area 

of expertise.  The young executive’s communication and action should be consistent 

with the organization brand and culture.  They should also be aware that technology 

that could easily spread confidential and negative information to their competitors in 

real time through social media (Baldoni, 2001).  

Young Executive and Culture 

According to Bennis and Thomas (2009) leadership is culture free. Leaders 

must tolerate different cultures in the workplace.  This is by incorporating the norms 

and values central to the group.  Leaders can influence these values by visionary 

powers. Rokeach (1973, 1979) notes that values are the yardstick people use to make 

decision.  De Chernatony (2001) further notes that when organization culture aligns to 

the employee values and a brand identity, a corporate brand is formed. Culture has 

also been embedded in the education curriculums, which empowers young executive 
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with cross cultural knowledge (Northhouse, 2007). Global leadership has emerged 

due to globalization, communication and technology and inorder for success in 

emerging markets, a leader has to be aware of cultural dimension of power distance, 

uncertainty avoidance, and masculinity vs. femininity, individual vs. collectivism. 

These dimensions shape the leadership styles of an executive.  An example is in 

power distance cultures autocratic leadership would be effective (Arnold & Randal, 

2010). 

Young Executive as a Performance Enabler 

According to Zaffron and Logan (2009), an executive who wants to create a 

breakthough performance must a) generate an urgent case for action that will 

galvanizes the employees, b) establish the conversational environment needed for 

breakthough performance, c) create new levels of leadership for himself and others as 

required by the urgent case for action and, d) re write the future. Frequent 

conversations on evaluating what is working, what is not working and why is 

necessary to create the urgent action.  On identifying what is not working and why, 

new proposals with a committment of inspiring higher performance are sought to 

remedy the problem.  A new set of language is also employed that emphasis 

commitment and integrity. In this line of thought, leadership is not a matter of 

position or authority or age but acting towards an urgent action, that is more inspiring, 

that produces desirable and competitive results. 

According to Peters and Waterman (1982) high performance is gotten through 

having a hands-on value driven young executives and management that emphasis 

continuous basis for action, staying close to the customer, fostering autonomy and 

entrepreneurship, productivity through people. The young executives have to maintain 

a high performance by establishing a culture that emphasize attention to all 
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constituencies of customers, stockholders and employees and demanding leadership 

from managers at all levels (Kotter & Heskett, 1992).  High performance in 

organization is achieved by young executive’s building a culture of choosing both 

option A and B rather than absolute A or B separately, preserving the core and 

stimulating progress and lastly seeking consistent alignment(Collins and Porras, 

1994). 

According to Ray (2004) Confucius states that if a person desired to be a 

leader, he or she must help others to become leaders.  This means that growing 

leaders is within the job description of all the executives. Confucius also mentions 

that to be a leader, a person must first be human.  By this we learn that a leader must 

be empathetic and have grace, as human is to err. 

Young Executives and Diversity 

Diversity is an essential element in every organization and young executives 

shouldnot implement it for compliance alone but from the value derived from 

diversity. Apart from the traditional known diversity of age, race and gender, diversity 

includes attitudes, values, and personality, as noted by Davidson (2010).  It has been 

found that having diverse groups enhances creativity and high performance 

(Murnighan & Conlon, 1991). 

Personal Attributes of Executives 

MacCrimmon and Wehrung (1990) conducted a research study that sought to 

examine the perception of institutional and corporate leaders towards risk. The study 

used a sample of 500 top level business executives. The findings of the study revealed 

that the majority of leaders and executives were risk takers. This implies that 

executives have a personal trait of being risk takers. In the same vein, Carroll (2005) 

conducted a research study that examined the personal traits of executives who 
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worked in the healthcare profession. The findings from Carroll’s study revealed the 

following as some of the personal traits of executives and leaders: friendliness, self 

confident, determination, self surety, self driven, and trustworthiness. Similar traits 

are identified by Lunenburg and Ornstein (2007). The two identify the following as 

the personal traits of effective leaders: friendliness, warm and outgoing, self 

confident, and dependable. In addition, other personal traits of effective leaders and 

excludes include: high energy levels, ambitious, determined, integrity, and 

trustworthiness.  

Boyle, Matthews and Saklofske (2008) argue that one of the personal traits of 

effective executives is that they are creative. They argue that the trait of creativeness 

enables institutions attain differentiation and thus gain competitive advantage. This 

implies that executives of all ages have a personal trait of creativeness in them. 

Furnham (2008) identifies the following as the personal traits of executives within 

institutional set ups: internal locus of control, creativeness, articulate, and persistency. 

Based on the empirical literature examined, the following can be identified as the 

personality traits of leaders and executives: articulate, perceptive, self confident, self 

surety, persistent, determined, trustworthy, dependability, friendly, outgoing, 

ambitious, risk takers, creative, tolerant, have high energy, have internal locus of 

control, and self driven.  

Challenges facing Executives 

There are several variables that may hinder an executive from performing their 

work effectively.  This include organizational structures and systems of management, 

influence of national culture,  external environments, nature of tasks to be achieved, 

organizational level of development, characteristics of subordinate, their attitudes, 
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knowledge, experience, motivation and confidence level.  Their value system and type 

of power dimension (Mullin, 2005). 

According to Nash (2010) and Perrin et al. (2012), the major challenges that 

executives include: (1)making the board of directors an ally so that one can get 

support for new initiatives; (2) the executives must build a global leadership pipeline 

so that there is succession planning an essential element in good governance; (3) 

understanding the values of their employees due to the different generations in the 

workplace and the presence of social media; (4) diversity and globalization are 

challenges that the executives must deal with; (5) abrupt changes in consumer 

preference; (6) selecting the right and competent personnel to work; (7) leaving poor 

job performance for too long; (8) not listening or giving feedback; (9) ability to design 

jobs appropriately.It is important to note that social media benefits outweigh the 

negative impact it has. The benefits include information exchange tool, idea 

harvesting, learning and recruitment through the use podcasts, video, twitter. 

Leadership Strategies 

According to Liu and Noppe-Brandon (2011) imagination thinking or 

innovation thinking and research leads to success. This is because innovative thinking 

is the only competitive advantage that cannot be outsourced leading to a high 

performance.  Therefore, the leaders should cultivate a culture of innovation and 

research especially using technology.  

Another leadership strategy is influencing managerial and subordinate 

employees. Influence skills are evidenced in the six principles of influence identified 

by Cialdini (2003). The six principles include reciprocating of good deeds, behaviour 

or favour, commitment and consistency by the leader, social validation through peer 

pressure, being likable, have an authority either in a position or a certain expertise in 
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appearance, dress or context and lastly the power of scarcity creates influence. The 

importance of influence is that it reduces resistance to good ideas, creates team spirit, 

develop shared goals, and win support for competing agendas among other benefits 

such as innovation, few problems in the organization due to collaboration all these 

leads to high performance. 

Customer preferences are crucial element to the performance of any company. 

To be successful in detecting abrupt customer preferences, one needs to be in real 

time condition in listening to the customer and other institutional stakeholders. 

Computer software would help but one must ensure a smooth process that enhances 

feedback, co-ordination and collaboration between manufacturers or suppliers and 

customers (Turban et al., 2004).  Relationship survey, dissatisfaction survey, customer 

complaint, benchmarking, lost and why survey, employee feedback, customer visit, 

focus group and observation are all listening tools. These listening tools also include a 

loyalty card from where personal information and ones sales trends are regularly 

analyzed.  Some listening tools are not expensive and are crucial in collecting of data, 

such as observation, customer visit, but the software is expensive and may not return 

its investment in the short term. However the goodness of software is that it can 

predict and forecast on known demands hence increasing production through planning 

which increases performance since wastage is reduced through correct forecasting 

(Luftman, 2004). 

The use of storytelling as a management tool is another leadership strategy.  

Stories break hard concepts into easier, more realistic and easy to grasp format, this is 

preferred than statistics and rational arguments. When staff understands what they are 

supposed to do, it reduces supervision and increases motivation through autonomy 

which in turn increases performance.  Leaders should find good and great stories by 
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listening, observing every operations of the organization and noting the achievements 

made. One should strive to know the staffs with informal leadership skills, the risk 

takers and those who go the extra mile. Use this information blended with the 

organizational values to make exciting story which is then publicized through 

documentation for internal publications, website and annual reports (Kaufman, 2011). 

In addition, cultivating a culture of being result oriented and demanding high 

performance from employees are effective leadership strategies that can aid an 

executive lead an institution to achieve its goals and vision. 

Trust is another leadership strategy as noted by Kaufman, (2011). Trust 

increases collaboration, positive energy, and this leads to the efficiency of an 

organization. Trust also leads to grace, where leader understands human is to err and 

therefore do not look for faults but encourages people to move forward and learn from 

mistakes and in the process innovation and performance is enhanced. 

Being ethical is a corporate asset for leaders. This is to avoid scandals of 

insider trading, fraud, and bankruptcy of an organization. A leader should ensure an 

ethical culture is instilled in an organization to facilitate performance through 

accountability. Ethical training and policies should be encouraged (Koestenbaum et 

al., 2004). 

Empirical evidence further suggests that adhering to the strategic plan is an 

effective leadership strategy that is employed by executives within institutions and 

organizations. Strategic intelligence enhances the implementation of the strategic plan 

and performance of the organization through monitoring and evaluation of the 

implementation (Gilad, 2011). 

Credibility in competence, integrity and dynamism creates influence possible. 

Coalition and endorsement of credible people, and negotiation, pressure tactic are 
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techniques of influencing subordinates staff. Influence on the negative is also possible 

through coercion, making a person feel guilty, sad or selfish for not going along with 

your request (Harkman & Johnson, 2004).  

Mentoring and coaching is also important because to it facilitates the sharing 

of knowledge and experience. Its meaning has also been revised to be known as a 

knowledge management technique to support the creation and sharing of tacit 

knowledge rather than merely a technique to develop less experienced individuals. 

This revised view of mentoring is of particular importance to ensure the sustainability 

of library and information service organizations in the knowledge economy 

(Lakshman, 2008). 

Performance Management is a strategy that ensures high standards of 

performance is measured and maintained at all times (Halachmi, 2011).  This is 

through appraisal, performance management systems and entrenchment of culture of 

performance.  Young executives should regularly demand higher performance 

standards at all meetings with their staff while modeling the same high standard for 

credibility.  The first step towards high performance is recruiting the right staff  

( DeNisi & Kluger,  2000). 

Theoretical Framework 

Agency theory 

The agency theory is based on the assumption of separating the owners of a 

business from the management of the organization.   The Executive and the managers 

act as agents of the owners, through delegated power. This separation has to be 

closely monitored to ensure maximum profits and wealth to the shareholders to avoid 

extravagance and self centeredness of the managers who may give themselves high 

perks. The board therefore checks opportunism in the management and sets the 
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compensation package for top management. The board also approves major strategic 

decisions, and monitors implementation of strategies.  The Agency theory also takes a 

governance role by discouraging the executives Duality, whereby the executive is also 

the chairman of the board hence concentrating too much power in one person (Lupia 

,2001). 

Stewardship Theory 

Stewardship theory proposed that stewards should work in the best interests of 

their principals, the shareholders. Hence if an organization’s primary goal is to 

maximize returns to shareholders, the steward will be expected to work towards this 

goal. In situations where there are competing objectives from the different 

shareholders it the duty of the executive to internalizes the organizations objectives 

and as a steward make decisions guided by the best interest of the overall organization 

(Davis et al., 1997). 

Leadership Theories 

There are various theories on leadership which includes, goal-path theory, 

servant leadership theory and Kantian leadership. In Path-Goal theory, the leader 

clarifies the path the followers will follow, goes ahead to provide the followers with 

information and resources they need in the performance of their duties. The leader in 

this theory also goes ahead and removes any bottleneck or road block for great 

performance (Robbins & Judge, 2007).  

The Kantian leadership theory is based on morality; according to this theory 

the follower is a social being who requires to be treated with respect and grace.  It is 

the duty of the leader to empower the follower to grow until he becomes a leader 

(Bowie, 2000). 
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Greenleaf (2002) demonstrates that a leader should be servant first. He should 

collaborate, empower and be a team builder. The leader uses conscience to transform 

relationships and turns passion to compassion. Greenleaf also notes that both the ends 

and means are inseparable.   

Strategic Success theories 

The disruptive theory assists executives and managers to predict the success of 

their innovation with accuracy. According to this theory, new organization or entrants 

in the market should make strategies in tune with their own unique new industry 

instead of using or copying strategies from large existing companies and markets 

which are known as sustainable strategies.  If the new entrant utilize their own unique 

strategies, it is envisaged that as the new market grows, their original solutions also 

improves into strategies which cannot be replicated by the large companies to create 

superior goods and services. When this happens, there is a disruptive strategy because 

the customers of the large companies now make their purchases from the small new 

entrant (Raynor, 2011). 

For an executive to be successful, it is important for him to use The Porter's 

five forces tool to maintain profitability. The five Porters forces does this by helping 

the executive understand the competition and how to counter it.  The executive has to 

know his organization’s threats from competitors  rivalry, new entrants and substitutes 

for the goods or services they are offering.  This is especially crucial when developing 

the annual operation plans or strategic plans, to ensure the company focuses on it 

strength and locks out new entrants from penetrating into the market (Viljoen & 

Dann, 2003). 
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Conceptual Framework 

Successful young executives have made it through being result oriented, 

employing people who share the same culture for example by employing young 

professionals who will easily fit in their work culture.  Influence and trust are also key 

leadership strategies as other elements such as research, innovation, ethics and 

demanding high performance standards. Leadership tools such as the strategic plan, 

the corporate policy, the executive’s manual, employing the right staff, knowledge 

management, technology, mentorship and being enthusiastic also facilitate 

performance by the young executive.  However intervening factors such as Board 

support, education level, the leader’s personality and culture affect the success of the 

young executive. 

Independent Variable   Intervening Variable Dependent Variable  

 

 

 

    

 

 .0Conceptual  

 

Fig 2.1: Conceptual Framework  

Source  Author (2013) 
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CHAPTER THREE 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Introduction 

 This chapter presents the research methods used to conduct the research. 

Research methods describe the structured process of conducting a research.  Research 

methodologies include research design, data gathering and data analysis which the 

researcher utilized to conduct the research and ensure validity and reliability 

(Mugenda and Mugenda, 2003).  Research methodology will be used in this study to 

analyze leadership strategies of top 40 under 40 in relation to high performance.  This 

section is subdivided into the following subsections: research design, population, 

sample and sampling technique, data collection procedure, reliability and validity, 

data analysis, and ethical considerations of the study. 

Research Design 

According to Mutai (2001), the research design refers to the procedures to be 

employed to achieve the objectives of the research. Chandran (2004) defines research 

design as the “arrangement and analysis of data in a way that combines their 

relationship with the purpose of the research to the economy of the procedures”. 

There are four categories of research designs: they include observation, exploratory, 

descriptive and lastly experimental.  

According to Chandran (2004), observation is a non interactive and the 

investigator does not interact or communicate verbally. This is well suited to research 

where data does not require verbal or personal interaction. The advantage of this 

design is that it is least expensive and free from response bias where the respondent 

answer to a question is erroneous due to different attitudes or failure to understand the 

question or concept. It also takes a shorter time and can cover a large number of 
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people, items or events. It however, limits the scope of enquiry and is not free from 

observation error that may be contributed by the investigator.  Observation is also best 

suited in describing the characteristics of people, events and situations in the absence 

of a probe. 

Exploratory research is conducted when an issue or problem has few or no 

earlier studies to refer to. Exploratory research provides insights into, understanding 

of and the problem confronting the researcher.  It addresses certain inquiries, focus on 

questions that require answers in order to understand people, events and situation.  It 

is often used when the researcher does not have enough information on the topic and 

want the flexibility to explore the issue (Kothari, 2007). 

Descriptive research describes data and characteristics about the population or 

phenomenon being studied. It is normally used to identify the cause of something that 

is happening and also used for frequencies, averages and other statistical calculations. 

It is widely used by sociological and anthropological research. In this research 

method, the characteristics of an event, situation, community or population are used to 

create an appropriate profile of complete and possibly accurate information 

(Chandran, 2004).     

Experimental research is a research whereby the researcher manipulates one or 

more variable then controls and measures any change in other variables.  It is 

characterized by causal factors and causal relationships. Experimental method seeks 

to establish if concepts in research are related and how one factor affects the other. 

The method requires the formulation of a hypothesis and testing of the same and often 

involves an experimental control group.  This method is complex, time consuming to 

implement and can be very expensive (Mugenda & Mugenda, 2003). 
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In this particular case, the study was descriptive in design. Descriptive 

research design assisted the study in identifying: personal traits and characteristics, 

leadership challenges, and leadership strategies of young executives. In addition, the 

study employed quantitative research approach. Mugenda and Mugenda (2003) argue 

thata research approach can either be qualitative or quantitative. Qualitative deals with 

non numerical data and attempts to provide a context in which the results can be 

understood to analyze the links that exists.  It also provides an in-depth perspective. 

Qualitative approach is sometimes referred to as a scientific method and is considered 

as the traditional mode of inquiry in both research and evaluation. 

Population 

According to Mugenda and Mugenda (2003), the population is the group of 

individuals, events or objects that have common observable characteristics on the 

information being sought. The population of the study is the top 40 under 40 

executives nominated in 2011 in Kenya.  The target population was a census sample 

of 79 executives of both genders (Business Daily, 2011). 

Sample and Sampling Technique 

Sampling methods can be adapted the researcher depending on the objectives 

of the study (Nachimias & Nachimias, 1996). A sample as defined by Mugenda and 

Mugenda (2003) is a subset or proportion of a population while sampling is referred 

to as some population of interest.  There are two types of sampling: probability or 

non-probability (Kothari, 2007). In probability sampling, sampling is done randomly 

and each member of population has an equal chance of being selected. On the other 

hand, in non probability sampling, there is no random selection of the population and 

as such no equal chance of being selected. Advantages of probability sampling, is that 

the sampling error can be calculated. Random sampling is more accurate and rigorous. 
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Probability methods include random sampling, systematic sampling and stratified 

sampling. Non probability sampling methods include convenience sampling, 

judgment sampling, quota sampling and snowball sampling. The result of sampling 

cannot be generalized. Bryman (2001) defines convenience sampling as using a 

technique that is simply available to the researcher by virtue of its accessibility. The 

sampling is based on the criterion of convenience in terms of speed and low cost 

(Mugenda & Mugenda, 2003). In this particular case, the researcher did a census on 

the population of the study. Hence, the study had a total of 79 respondents. 

Data Collection Instruments 

Data collection tools are used to elicit information, facts, evidence, proofs or 

truths regarding the research problem.  Babbie (1989) observes that questionnaires are 

more appropriate when addressing sensitive issues.  Interview on the in depth 

personal information is a qualitative research method. McNamara (1999) says that in 

depth information around a topic is useful since further investigation of the responses 

is possible. According to Yin (1994), there are six sources of evidence of data 

collection in the case study protocol; documentation, archival records, interviews, 

direct observation, participants observation and physical artifacts. The researcher used 

documentation on leadership journals, articles and books. 

Data Collection Procedure 

The researcher used questionnaires to collect data. A semi-structured self 

administered questionnaire was used as the data collection instrument for the study. 

Quantitative data was obtained through the use of closed and open ended questions. 

The demographic information obtained using closed ended.  A likert scale was used to 

obtain questions on the personal traits, leadership challenges, and leadership 
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strategies. The researcher administered the questionnaires with the help of two 

research assistants. 

Reliability and Validity 

 According to White (2002), the research design will have inbuilt mechanism 

for validity and reliability, where the research questions are fully addressed and there 

is consistency in the research for reliability, to enable any other researcher get the 

same results.  The researcher pre-tested the questionnaire to test for validity. Kothari 

(2007) states that the testing of one’s instruments should be carried out with 

participants who match the participant’s characteristics in the actual study. The tools 

should measure what the objectives and respondents understanding of the questions. 

The use of multiple data to increase reliability of data also known as triangulation can 

occur. Triangulation can occur with data, investigators, theories, and even 

methodologies (Feagin, Orum, & Sjoberg, 1991).  

 To confirm the validity and reliability of the research instrument, the 

researcher prepared a set of five questionnaires which were distributed to the 

executives under 40 years not in the sample frame.  The responses from the pre-test 

were then used to review the questionnaires accordingly. 

Data Analysis Plan 

Data preparation involves the editing of and validating of data collected. It is 

aimed at identifying incorrect entries, entries entered in the wrong places and missing 

entries. Data coding enables proper data categorization. According to Emory (1985), 

“…data categorizations should ensure appropriateness, exhaustiveness, mutual 

exclusivity and have a single dimension or the use of one concept” (p. 319). The 

returned questionnaires were checked for consistency; they were thereby coded and 
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analyzed using statistical packages for social scientists (SPSS) computer software and 

generated frequency tables and cross tabulations. 

Ethical Considerations 

The researcher adhered to the following ethical considerations in the course of 

carrying out the research process. The researcher sought approval from the 

stakeholders of the study before undertaking the research process. In addition, the 

researcher sought approval from the National Council of Science and Technology 

before commencing the process of data collection (Kumar, 2005). 

Another ethical consideration was that the respondents participated in the 

research study voluntarily. This implied that should any of respondents have felt that 

they needed to withdraw from the research process; they would be allowed to do so. 

The researcher further upheld confidentiality of the responses’ given by the 

respondents. In addition, the responses were only utilized for this research study and 

not for any other. The researcher furthermore communicated the findings and results 

of the study to the research stakeholders (Mugenda & Mugenda, 2003). 

Summary 

This chapter described methodological framework for this study.  It started out 

by looking at the importance of research, the basis for the chosen research design, the 

sampling procedure and data collection instruments, data analysis, and ethical 

considerations of the study. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

DATA PRESENTATION, ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 

Introduction 

This chapter presents findings and interpretation of the research study whose 

aim was to analyze the leadership strategies employed by the top 40 under 40 in 

Nairobi Kenya for the year 2011. This chapter gives the results of the research based 

on the set objectives and research questions.  Data was collected from the top 40 

under 40 executive for the year 2011.  The results of the study are presented in 

descriptive statistics which include tables, charts, graphs and narratives.  Further 

analysis with a chi square was also carried out. 

Response Rate 

Mugenda and Mugenda (2003) define response rate as the percentage of 

subjects who respond to questionnaires.  According to Babbie (1989), a response rate 

of more than 50% is considered adequate for data analysis and reporting.  The 

questionnaires were administered to a sample size of 79 executives who had been 

nominated in the year 2011 as the top executives under 40 years.  A total of 50 

executives responded giving rise to a response rate of 63.29%. 

Personal Information 

Age of the respondents 

Figure 4.1 presents the ages of the respondents. According to the findings, 

54% of the respondents were aged between 36-40 years. In addition, 4% and 42% of 

the respondents were aged between 26-30 and 31-35 years respectively. 
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Figure 4.1: Age Groups of the Respondents 

 

 

 

Gender and Education of the Respondents 

Table 4.1: Gender and Education of the Respondents 

 

Education 

                      Certificate     Bachelor’s Degree       Masters Degree        PhD          Others 

Male         1                 18                                   9                    3             1 

Female      2                      9                                    7                     0             0 

Total         3                    27                                  16                     3             1             

 

         Table 4.1 presents the gender composition of the respondents of the study. In 

addition, Table 4.1 also presents the education levels of the respondents of the study. 

The highest education level from the top 40 under 40 executives was the PHD whilst 

the education level with a majority response is Bachelor’s degree 27(54%), followed 

by Master’s degree with 16(32%).  This indicates that executives are highly educated.  

However, 3(3.7%) of the executives had only certificates making it to top achievers.  

This signifies that although education is important, it is not the only factor that leads 

to leadership success. This is sentiment is furthermore propagated by Pierce and 
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Newstrom (2008) who states that leadership is developed through experience and 

knowledge. 

Occupation of the Respondents 

 

Table 4.2: Occupation of the Respondents 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The employment status of the respondents in the study is represented by table 

4.2.  Based on the responses from the respondents, it was evident that there was a high 

degree of job variation among those who were selected to participate in the top 40 

 Occupation Frequency Percent (%) 

CEO 10   20 

Strategic Consulting   1     2 

General Manager   2     4 

Vice-President Business Support   1     2 

Business Development   1     2 

Regional Heads   1     2 

Technology Business Executive   1     2 

Investment Banking   4     8 

Investment Relations  1     2 

Management Consultant  1     2 

Group Head - Forensic Audit  1     2 

Managing Director  5   10 

Deputy CEO  1     2 

Equity Stock Broking  2     4 

Executive Financial Advisor  4     8 

Mechanical Engineer  1     2 

Economist  1     2 

Partner in Audit Firms  2     4 

Partner in Law Firms  4     8 

Director  4     8 

Park Warden                                                                     1     2 

Restaurant Entrepreneur  1          2 

l    Total                                                                             50                                                   100  
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under 40.  According to the findings, 20% of the respondents were CEOs, followed by 

Managing Director and then Partners in various law and audit firms, directors, 

entrepreneurs among others.  This supports the survey carried out by Mullen and 

Sellwood-Taylor (2013) which found that professions in operations, finance and 

marketing easily get recruited as executives. From the table, if an executive was not a 

CEO or a managing director, the executive was in strategic, business development and 

support, regional heads, management consultant all these are in the operations 

department.  The finance department include executives investment banking, 

investment relations, equity stock broking, executive financial advisor financial 

analysts, Auditors, forensic audits while entrepreneur who can be grouped as 

marketers according to the survey.  

Profession Background of the Respondents 

Table 4.3: Profession of the Respondents 

Profession      Frequency      Percentage (%) 

CEO   2    4 

Economist   2    4 

   

Fraud Examiner   1    2 

Natural Resources   1    2 

IT   3    6 

Banking   4    8 

Biotechnology   1    2 

Project Management   1    2 

Education and Business   3    6 

Marketing   7  14 

Public Administration   1    2 

Medical Doctor & Pathologist   1    4 

Financial Analyst   9  18 

Accounting   2    4 

Lawyer   7  14 

Mechanical  Engineer   2    4 

Stock Dealing   1    2 

Merger & Acquisition   1    2 
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Table 4.3 represents the professional background of the respondents. The 

highest number of professionals were the financial analyst at 9(18%) followed by 

marketing profession at 7(14%). and lawyers at 7(14%). This can be interpreted to 

mean that these three occupations are an access to being executives earlier than the 

rest since they report to the CEO directly and once the CEO leaves, it is likely the seat 

on an acting capacity before recruitment. This is supported by Hansen, Ibarra, and 

Peyer (2010) who notes that the background of an executive affects the performance 

of a firm. 

Section 1: Personal Characteristics of Young Executives 

Table 4.4: Personal Traits of the Respondents 

Personal Attribute 

Strongly 

Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree 

Strongly 

Agree 

Articulate 0 0 1(2%) 11(22%) 38(76%) 

Perceptive 1(2%) 0 2(4%) 19(38%) 28(56%) 

Self Confident 0 0 0 14(28%) 36(72%) 

Total 50 100 
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Self Assured 0 0 2(4%) 16(32%) 32(64%) 

Persistent 0 0 1(2%) 13(26%) 36(72%) 

Determined 0 0 1(2%) 12(24%) 37(74%) 

Trustworthy 0 0 1(2%) 12(24%) 37(74%) 

Dependable 0 0 1(2%) 11(22%) 38(76%) 

Friendly 0 0 5(10%) 20(40%) 25(50%) 

Outgoing 0 0 8(16%) 18(36%) 24(48%) 

Ambitious 0 0 2(4%) 8(16%) 40(80%) 

Risk Taker 0 0 7(14%) 17(34%) 26(52%) 

Creative 0 0 1(2%) 22(44%) 27(54%) 

Tolerance for 

Ambiguity 6(12%) 0 14(28%) 14(28%) 16(32%) 

High Energy 0 0 0 19(38%) 31(62%) 

Internal locus of 

Control 0 0 1(2%) 11(22%) 38(76%) 

Self driven 0 0   5(10%) 45(90%) 

 

 

Articulate character trait 

According to table 4.4, the majority of the respondents 49(98%) had articulate 

personal traits.  Bennis and Thomas (2009) argue that a leader must have the ability to 

articulate ideas and the vision of the company he/she leads. This is because; being 

articulate also means the use of words or language. The leader should use words or 

language that causes action, builds the image of the company and gives hope into the 

future. This implies that being articulate is a skill which all leaders must have. 

However, according to Hamm (2011) being authentic is very effective. If a speaker is 

articulate but his non verbal gestures do not match the speech, he is not effective. 

Thus being authentic is more powerful. To be effective therefore a leader should learn 

to be articulate and to be authentic. 

Perceptive and insightful personality trait 

The study indicated that 47(94%) of the respondents viewed themselves as 

being perceptive as shown by table 4.4. This suggests that perception is a personal 

attribute that is embraced by young. Empirical evidence suggests that leaders need to 
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be perceptive because it aids them to acquire insights that help in designing the vision, 

the processes and structure of their organizations (Senge, 2006).  Gilad (2011) further 

argues that the perceptiveness of a leader results in the reinforcement of insight and 

strategic intelligence.  On the other hand, insight alone cannot produce result and as 

such a leader must create an urgent case for action that motivates and calls for new 

commitments in performance of desirable and competitive result (Zaffron & Logan, 

2009). 

Self confident personality trait 

All the respondents 50(100%) in the study perceived themselves as self 

confident as indicated in table 4.4. This is an indication that the young executives are 

self confident. This finding is similar to that of another study which was conducted by 

Goleman. Goleman (1995) argues that the self confidence of executives is closely 

associated with self awareness and emotional management. The other side of self 

confidence is charisma, how other people perceive the leader.  It includes personal 

appearances, body language and generous attitude (Haney, Sirbasku &Mccann, 2010). 

Self surety character trait 

Table 4.4 gives a tabular representation of the responses of the respondents on 

the personal characteristic of them being self assured. The findings reveal that 96% of 

the respondents were self assured. This implies that the majority of all executives 

have self assurance as a personal trait. Furthermore, self confidence is an attribute that 

is linked to emotional maturity and is a trait possessed by people in positions of 

authority (Goleman, 1995; Northhouse, 2007). 

Persistency personality trait in leaders 

Table 4.4 also gives a tabular representation of the responses of the 

respondents on the personal characteristic of them being persistent. In relations to 
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persistency, 49 (98%) of the respondents were of the view that they were persistent.  

This finding suggests that the executives have persistence as a personal trait. 

Northhouse (2007) argues that persistence is a trait that is found among leaders or 

people in positions of authority. However, “crucible experiences” which transforms 

the leader from one leadership level to the next and making leader wiser is 

recommended (Bennis & Thomas, 2009). Crucible experiences are situations that 

have not been anticipated and how one deals with the experiences ensures leadership 

success or failure. 

Determination trait in executives 

Table 4.4 also indicates a tabular representation of the responses of the 

respondents on the personal characteristic of them being determined. The findings 

reveal that 49(98%) of the respondents were of the view that they were determined. 

This finding suggests that determination is a virtue held by executives of all ages. 

Similar sentiments are echoed by Northhouse.   Executives are determined and this is 

a useful tool and attribute for every leader or executive (Northhouse, 2007).   

Trustworthy trait in institutional leaders 

The majority of executives are trustworthy individuals, this is shown by table 

4.4.  According to the research findings, 49(98%) of the respondents were of the view 

that they were trustworthy. This suggests that trustworthiness is a virtue held by 

executives (Kaufman, 2011). 

Dependability character trait in leaders 

Dependability as personal characteristic is shown in table 4.8, which indicates 

that, 98% of the respondents perceived themselves as dependable. This finding 

suggests that dependability is a virtue and a personal trait that is held by all executives 

and persons in leadership positions. This finding is in line with the finding from 
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empirical literature which suggests that a leader must be dependable if he/she is to be 

effective in leading and managing people.  

Personality trait of friendliness in executives 

On the issue of friendliness, 45(90%) of the respondents were of the view that 

they were friendly. On the other hand, 5(10%) were neutral on the view whether they 

were friendly .This suggests that friendliness is a virtue held by all executives.  

Kaufman (2011) posits that leader friendliness is good on influencing skill through the 

use of reciprocity, when you smile, people smile back at you.  However, one has to be 

assertive and firm when the occasion demands it (Goleman, 1995). 

Outgoing personality trait of executives 

According to the findings, 45(90%) of the respondents were of the view that 

they were outgoing. This suggests that being outgoing is a virtue held by all 

executives despite their age. Bernhut (2001) argues that being outgoing enhances ones 

influence, if you are not outgoing, you will influence very few people and this reduces 

one leadership ability and capacity. 

Ambitious character of organizational leaders 

Table 4.4 gives a tabular representation of the responses of the respondents on 

the personal characteristic of them being ambitious. The findings reveal that 48(96%) 

of the respondents were of the view that they were ambitious. This implies being 

ambitious is a personal trait that is dearly held by all executives. This demonstrates 

that the young executives are ambitious and they have desire to lead which is in 

agreement with (Chan & Drasgow, 2001).  

Risk taking personal traits of executives based on age 

According to the findings on table 4.4, majority of the respondents 43(86%)   

were risk takers. However, 7(14%) of the respondents were neutral on the view that 
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they had a personal trait of being a risk taker. This implies that being risk takers is a 

virtue held by all institutional young leaders aged 40 years and below. This is in 

agreement with Buchen (2005) who acknowledges risks and ensures that anticipatory 

measures such as data collection and statistical profiles to deal with risks are put in 

place together with actuarial intelligence hence calculated risks is undertaken instead. 

This is not agreement with Gilad (2011) who advocates for strategic intelligence to 

reduce risks in the implementation of the strategic plan. 

Creativeness personality trait 

Table 4.4 gives a tabular representation of the responses of the respondents on 

the personal characteristic of them being creative. According to the findings, 49(98%) 

of the respondents were of the view that they were creative. This suggests that being 

creative is a virtue held by all executives aged 40 years and below. Senge (2006) 

argues that leaders are designers who value and embrace innovation and creativity.  

Tolerance for ambiguity character trait 

The study indicates in table 4.4 that more than half of the respondents were 

tolerant for ambiguity. According to the findings, 30(60%) of the respondents were of 

the view that they were tolerant for ambiguity. On the other hand, 6(12%) and 

14(28%) of the respondents disagreed and were neutral on the view of being tolerant 

to ambiguity.  This suggests that being tolerant to ambiguity is a virtue that is a trait 

that is relative in executives aged 40 years and below. This is in agreement with 

Quinn (2005) where leadership is a mental state that works during a crisis to solve the 

problem. This disagrees with Buchen (2005) where data measurements and statistical 

portfolio are maintained to avoid ambiguity.  
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High energy personality trait 

Table 4.4 indicates a tabular representation of the responses of the respondents 

on the personal characteristic of them being of high energy. According to the findings, 

50(100%) of the respondents were of the view that they were of high energy. This 

suggests that being of high energy and enthusiasm is a virtue held by all young 

executives. This is in agreement with Northhouse (2007) who notes that enthusiasm 

enhances sociability a key leadership trait. 

Character trait of internal locus of control 

Internal locus of control as a personal characteristics was a feature 

investigated in table 4.4.  According to the findings, 49(98%) of the respondents aged 

were of the view that they were of internal locus of control. This suggests that being 

of internal locus of control is a virtue held by all young executives. This suggests that 

the young executives have a high internal locus of control which is agreeable by 

Hughes et al. (2009), and is attained by focus, planning and implementation of goals 

desired and mentorship. However, Goleman (1995) disagrees and notes that Internal 

locus of control can also be achieved through emotional intelligence and self 

awareness. 

Self driven character trait 

Table 4.4 gives a tabular representation of the responses of the respondents on 

the personal characteristic of them being self driven. According to the findings, 

50(100%) of the respondents were of the view that they were self driven. This 

suggests that being self driven is a virtue held by all executives. This is agreeable with 

Chan and Drasgow (2001) who note that for one to be a leader one must have a desire 

to lead, must be self driven and as can be seen the executives allowed their friends to 

nominate them for the awards as they have the desire to lead and be known to lead. 
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Northhouse (2007) disagrees by illustrating that there people who might necessarily 

be self driven to lead, but by the virtue of their expertise and other power bases such 

as legitimacy they become leaders for example being the first born son to the king 

automatically makes you an heir, a leader.  

The research findings showed that the young executives have leadership 

characteristics that are similar to those documented as characteristics of leaders 

(Northhouse, 2007).  They include being persistent, determined, trustworthy, 

dependable, friendly, outgoing, ambitious, risk taker, tolerance for ambiguity, being 

creative, an internal locus of control and being self driven. 

Section 2: Leadership Challenges faced by Young Executives 

This section presents the responses of the respondents on the various 

challenges that institutional leaders face. The researcher sought to determine if young 

leaders face similar challenges to those of all other leaders despite their age. The 

responses of the respondents are presented in table 4.5. 

Table 4.5: Leadership Challenges Faced by Young Institutional Leaders 

 

Leadership 

Challenges 

Strongly 

Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree 

Strongly 

Agree 

Getting Board Support 9(18%) 13(26%) 0 20(40%) 8(16%) 

Growing other leaders 2(4%) 3(6%) 9(18%) 25(50%) 11(22%) 

Understanding 

Employee values 4(8%) 4(8%) 5(10%) 28(56%) 9(18%) 

Dealing with Social 

Media 5(10%) 8(16%) 11(22%) 20(40%) 6(12%) 

Driving Diversity 6(12%) 5(10%) 14(28%) 19(38%) 6(12%) 

Abrupt changes in 

consumer preferences 1(2%) 8(16%) 6(12%) 28(56%) 7(14%) 

Selecting the right 

personnel 2(4%) 2(4%) 11(22%) 19(38%) 16(32%) 

Leaving poor 

performance on the 

job for too long 

 

 

   6(12%) 5(10%) 18(36%) 15(30%) 6(12%) 

Not listening to or 

seeking feedback 3(6%) 6(12%) 17(34%) 14(28%) 10(20%) 

Leadership 

Challenges 

Strongly 

Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree 

Strongly 

Agree 
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Ability to design jobs 

appropriately 2(4%) 4(8%) 20(40%) 19(38%) 5(10%) 

 

 

Getting support from the Board of Directors 

Table 4.5 reveals a tabular representation of the responses of the respondents 

with reference to the challenge of whether executives receive support from the board 

of directors. According to the findings, 56% of the respondents agreed with the view 

that they faced the challenge of receiving support from their board of directors. On the 

other hand, 44% of the respondents disagreed with this view.  This finding suggests 

that a substantial proportion of the young executives face challenges when it comes to 

getting support, expertise and wisdom from the board of directors. Bukhvalova and 

Bukhvalova (2011) argue that the boards of directors offer support and wisdom to an 

institution’s chief executive.  

Growing Leaders as a Leadership Challenge 

Table 4.5 indicates a tabular representation of the responses of the respondents 

with reference to the whether they face challenges when contributing to the growth of 

leaders. According to the findings, 72% of  the young executives agreed that they 

faced challenges as they sought to grow leaders within the institutional set ups they 

working for. However, 10% of the respondents were of the view that they did not face 

any challenges as they grew leaders within their institutional set up. According to 

Goldsmith (2009), mentoring is essential  for succession planning. In addition, 

Goldsmith notes that leaders face various challenges as they develop new succession 

plans. 

The Challenge of Understanding Shifting Employee Values 

The responses of the respondents with reference to the whether they face 

challenges as a result of shifting values of employees is provided by table 4.5.  The 
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responses revealed that 74% of the executives agreed with the view that they faced 

challenges as a result of shifting values of their employees. On the other hand, 16% of 

the respondents disagreed with this view.This finding suggests that young executives 

acknowledge that shifting employee values can be a challenge when it comes to 

leadership in an institutional set up.   

This is in agreement with Rokeach (1973, 1979) who notes that values are 

very important in any organization as they provide a yardstick to individuals on how 

they make decisions. It is also agreeable to  De Chernatony (2001) who emphasizes 

that when individual values are shared in a organization, they form a corporate 

culture. When shared individual values or corporate culture is aligned with the brand a 

corporate brand is created a very powerful marketing tool. This would be disagreable 

to Eichenwald (2002) if the values and culture cultivated in the organization is of 

greed, as it can cripple the whole organization like Enron. 

Dealing with Social Media 

The responses of the respondents with reference to the whether they face a 

challenge when dealing with social media was captured in table 4.5.  The findings of 

the study revealed that 52% of the respondents agreed with the view that they faced 

challenges in their quest to deal with social media. On the other hand, only 26% of the 

respondents disagreed with this view. This means that there are various challenges 

that young executives face in their quest to deal with social media. This is agreeable 

to Madia (2011) who has identified social media as a recruitment strategy, and 

contradicts Shepherd (2011) who notes that social media utilizes a lot of staff time 

who browse in the office. 
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Diversity as a Leadership Challenge 

Table 4.5 gives a tabular representation of the responses of the respondents 

with reference to the whether they face the challenge of diversity. According to the 

responses, 50% of the respondents agreed with the view that they are faced with the 

challenge of managing diversity within their institutional set ups. However, 22% of 

the respondents disagreed with this view. This finding suggests that young executives 

face the challenge of managing diversity within their institutional setups. Banteland 

Jackson (1989) argue that the more diverse an organization is, the more variety of 

skills, knowledge, talents enhancing creativity, performance and innovations. This 

purports the notion that diversity is good up to an institution. On the contrary, 

Knippenberg et al. (2004) argue that diversity results in workers having different 

points of reference and may not appreciate each other’s effort, experience and 

contributions leading to conflict. He also notes that in homogeneous workforce, there 

is low turnover and the organization runs smoothly with low level of conflicts. It is 

important to note that diversity also includes personalities, attitudes, values, 

functional differences, cognition and even emotional states (Davidson, 2010). 

The Challenge of Abrupt Changes in Consumer Preferences 

Table 4.5 gives a tabular representation of the responses of the respondents 

with reference to the whether they face challenges as a result of the changes in 

consumer preference. According to the findings, 70% of the respondents agreed with 

the view that they faced the challenge of the changing consumer preferences. On the 

other hand, 18% of the respondents disagreed with this view. This is shows that young 

executives employ listening tools to research about their customer needs. Maguire et 

al. (2007) state that large organizations invest heavily in tracking consumer 
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preferences through listening tools such as loyalty cards, to be able to understand their 

customer, meet their expectations and more so to monitor competition and innovation.   

Selecting the Right Personnel 

The responses of the respondents with reference to the whether they face 

challenges when it comes to selecting the right personnel. According to the findings, 

70% of the respondents aged agreed with the view that they faced the challenge of 

selecting the right personnel. On the other hand, 8% of the respondents disagreed with 

this view.  This finding suggests that all executives despite their age face difficulties 

when it comes to selecting the right personnel. Barclay (2001) advocates for 

structured behavioral interviews to reduce fake candidates and also improve quality of 

selected personnel. On selecting the right employees, Weyland (2011) recommends 

on selection of people with similar beliefs, behaviors and values to that of the 

organization to enhance compatibility, increased productivity and resulting in 

corporate success.  

Leaving Poor Performance on the job for too long 

Table 4.5 reveals the responses of the respondents with reference to the 

whether they face challenge of leaving poor performance on the job for too long. The 

responses revealed that 42% of the respondents agreed with the view that they faced 

the challenge of leaving poor performance on the job for too long. On the other hand, 

22% of the respondents disagreed with this view. This suggests that not all executives 

who are young face the challenge of leaving job performance on the job for too long. 

According to DeNisi and Kluger (2000), leaving poor performance for too long is a 

situation where performance management and appraisal programmes are not done. 

Empirical evidence recommends and advocates that measures should be put in place 

to deal with the problem immediately it is detected. 
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The Leadership Challenge of not Listening to or Seeking Feedback 

According to the findings in table 4.5 on whether the young executives faced 

challenges of not listening or seeking feedback, 48% of the respondents agreed that 

they faced the challenge of not listening to feedback. However, 18% of the 

respondents disagreed with this view. This implies that the young executives face the 

challenge of not listening to feedback. 

Ability to Design Job Appropriately 

Table 4.5 gives a tabular representation of the responses of the respondents 

with reference to the whether they face the challenge of designing a job appropriately. 

The findings revealed that 48% of the respondents were of the view that they faced 

the challenge of design a job appropriately. On the other hand, 40% of the 

respondents were neutral of this view. This finding suggests that young executives 

still struggle with designing the jobs in terms of breadth and depth. This is done 

through job analysis and job design. A well designed job motivates staff. Job design 

includes job enrichment and simplification while job analysis indicates the job 

description and how it relates to other jobs in the organization.  

The young executives face the following numerous challenges and high in the 

list is not being taken seriously due to age and as such it becomes difficult for them to 

drive a common agenda.  Burnout from being too ambitious, mentoring for 

themselves and for those they lead, work politics, access to capital for entrepreneurs, 

access to capital for entrepreneurs, Lack of opportunities that are closed by the old 

boys’ networks are the specific challenges the young executives experiences. 

According to Bernhut (2001), the knowledge workers build social capital and 

networks that help them move up the ladder in a short time, this may build burnout. 

Practicing the leadership pipeline for the young executives will reduce burnout and 
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help in mentoring each stage of leadership chain so that one accumulates in age and 

hence be taken seriously. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Section3: Leadership Strategies used by Young Executives 

Table 4.6: Leadership Strategies Employed by Young Executives 

 

 

Leadership Strategies 

Strongly 

Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree 

Strongly 

Agree 

I am result oriented 0 0 1(2%) 7(14%) 42(84%) 

My management is made up 

young professionals 0 3(6%) 13(26%) 18(36%) 16(32%) 

I am guided by the strategic 

plan 1(2%) 0 4(8%) 27(54%) 18(36%) 

I influence the management 

and subordinates staff 0 2(4%) 2(4%) 23(46%) 23(46%) 

I trust the management and 

subordinate staff 1(2%) 0 4(8%) 27(54%) 18(36%) 

I use stories to break hard 

concepts into easier concepts 0 3(6%) 12(24%) 19(38%) 16(32%) 

Innovation is key in my work 

and those around me 0 2(4%) 7(14%) 24(48%) 17(34%) 

Research on the customer 

needs is undertaken regularly  2(4%) 0 7(14%) 24(48%) 17(34%) 
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Emphasize ethical behavior as 

a business strategy 0 7(14%) 4(8%) 20(40%) 19(38%) 

Maintain effective 

communication with key 

stakeholders.  0 0 1(2%) 23(46%) 26(52%) 

I demand high performance 

standards from my employees 0 0 0 7(14%) 43(86%) 

 

 

Result Oriented Leadership Technique 

Table 4.6 reveals responses of respondents with reference to whether they 

utilize the result oriented leadership strategy. According to the responses, 98% of the 

respondents agreed that they employed result oriented leadership strategy. These 

results suggest that young leaders employ a result oriented leadership strategy as they 

perform their institutional and organizational duties. This is finding is in line with that 

of Northhouse (2007) who argues that for things to be done as a leader you must lead 

by being result oriented, so that a culture of results or performance is created in the 

organization however, one must also select the right staff for great results. It disagrees 

with Weyland (2011), who argues that selecting people with similar behaviours, 

values and belief with the organization will enhance compatibility resulting in 

increased productivity and ultimately corporate success. 

Management is made up of young professionals 

The response of respondents in table 4.6 indicates whether the young 

executives incorporate young professionals into their teams as a leadership strategy. 

According to the responses, 68% of the respondents agreed with the view that they 

incorporate young professionals into their teams as a leadership strategy. However, 

26% of the respondents were neutral on this view. These results suggest that young 

executives incorporate young professionals as a leadership strategy. This is finding is 

in line with that of Bernhut (2001) who notes that the generation Y likes to work in 

collaboration with each other. However, Bantel and Jackson (1989) disagree and says 
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the more diverse a group is the higher the level of performance and creativity due to 

the diverse skills and knowledge.  

Managerial strategy which is guided by the strategic plan 

According to the responses, 90% of the respondents agreed with the view that 

the leadership strategy they used was guided by the strategic plan of their firm. This 

suggests that young executives employ a leadership strategy that is guided by the 

strategic plan of the institution. This is supported by Bennis and Thomas (2009) who 

states executives should be strategic thinkers.  Buchen (2005), however, notes that 

strategies must go hand in hand with implementation and monitoring of performance 

with emphasizes on monitoring by use of forecasts and trends analysis of the global 

arena. 

Influencing the managerial and subordinate staff 

The findings presented on Table 4.6 above reveal that 92% of the respondents 

agreed with the view that the leadership strategy they employ is to influence both the 

managerial and subordinate staff. These findings suggest that young executives 

employ a leadership strategy that influences both the managerial and subordinate 

staff. House et al. (2004) argue that an effective leader must have the ability to 

influence, motivate and enable others to make their effective contributions in the 

organization. However, this influence can be negative through coercion, deceit, 

making one feel guilty, sad or selfish for not agreeing to a request (Hackman & 

Johnson, 2004). 

Trusting the managerial and subordinate staff 

According to the responses presented in Table 4.6, 90% of the respondents 

agreed with the view that the leadership strategy they employ is to trust both the 

managerial and subordinate staff. Young executives tend to trust their managerial and 
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subordinate staff. However, the empirical evidence suggests that it is imperative that 

executives trust both their managerial and subordinate staff. Pierce and Newstrom 

(2008) argue that leaders must fit the follower’s expectations and one of the 

expectations is trust. Kaufman (2011) disagrees and says that there are other 

expectations such as fairness, firmness and being straight.  However, he notes that 

trust leads to grace which makes a leader more understanding.  

Use of stories to break down hard concepts 

Table 4.6 presents the responses of respondents on whether they employ a 

leadership strategy of using stories to break down hard concepts. According to the 

responses, 68% of the respondents agreed with the view that the leadership strategy 

they employ is to use stories to break down hard concepts. The findings suggest that 

young executives of use stories to break down hard concepts. This agrees with 

Kaufman (2011) who notes that it is good for a leader to break hard concepts into 

easier ones.  

Adoption of innovation as a leadership strategy 

Table 4.6 indicates the responses of respondents with reference to whether 

they employ innovation as a leadership strategy. According to the responses, 82% of 

the respondents agreed with the view that they employ innovation as a leadership 

strategy. Younger executives tend to utilize innovation as a leadership strategy.  

Empirical evidence suggests that the young executives are knowledge workers with 

many and wide social networks. This social network creates a collaborating network, 

providing new information which results in superior high performance and creativity.  

In addition, Knippenberg et al. (2004) note that when there is an intergenerational 

diversity; there is potential of many ideas hence creativity.  
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Application of research as a managerial strategy 

The responses of the study revealed that 82% of the respondents agreed with 

the view that they employ research as a leadership strategy. This suggests that young 

executives tended to employ research as a leadership strategy. Dess, Lumpkin, and 

Eisner (2006) posit that research should inform the strategic plan of the organization 

through scanning the environment to check for opportunities and threats. 

Emphasize ethical behavior as a business strategy 

The responses presented in Table 4.6 reveals that 78% of the respondents 

agreed with the view that they employ ethical behavior as a leadership strategy. These 

findings imply that ethics is viewed as critical by young executives when it comes to 

the selection of a leadership strategy. It further reveals that executives need to be 

ethical when performing their institutional and managerial duties. This is in agreement 

with Koestenbaum (2004) who notes being ethical is a corporate asset for leaders. 

However, it is not agreeable Lakshman (2008) who notes that mentoring of the next 

generation of leaders should also be a corporate asset for leaders. Leadership 

strategies connect the leader and the followers according to Maxwell (2010) so that a 

shared meaning is possible creating a unity of purpose.  The strategies also persuade 

the followers to work toward higher performance as noted by Hackman and Johnson 

(2004). Leadership strategies also persuade the follow people to work when they 

would not otherwise move in unity or subordinates to motivate, inspire and persuade 

the staff to work with. 

Effective Communication with Stakeholders 

According to the responses, 98% of the respondents agreed with the view that 

they employ communication with stakeholders as a leadership strategy. These 

findings suggest that communication with stakeholders is a critical leadership strategy 
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to young executives. This is in agreement with Zaffron and Logan (2009) who explain 

that executives must communicate their urgent case for action to enable performance, 

It is also in agreement with Baldoni (2001) who notes leadership is also carried out 

through language which communicates the values, the brand of the organization and 

also gives a good image of the company to the stockbrokers, analysts and other 

stakeholders.  It is however in disagreement with Haney, Sirbasku and Maccann, 

(2010) who say charisma is very essential for leaders. 

Demanding high performance from employees 

Table 4.6 reveals that 100% of the respondents agreed with the view that they 

employ a leadership strategy that demands high performance from employees. These 

findings suggest that a leadership strategy that demands high performance from 

employees is employed by young executives. This is in agreement with Kotter and 

Hesket (1992) who say a leader must create a culture of high performance. Senge 

(2006) disagrees and note that a leader is a teacher and hence must teach what it 

means to be high performance. Therefore for the leader to teach, he must have 

mastery (Bennet, 2009).  

According the chi square analysis, there is a strong relationship between the 

Board support and innovation a lamda of .64 and the board and young professionals at 

a lamda of.48.  This could be attributed to the synergy between the wisdom, expertise 

and insights of old mature executives and the young professionals and executives who 

have embraced technology to get precise real time analysis for sound decision 

making.  This coupled with the fact that the young executive have high energy, self 

driven and ambitious leads to high performance. 
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The other moderate relationships are between social media and innovation at a 

lamda of .40 and diversity and innovation at a lamda of .40 indicates that technology 

and diversity enhances innovation. 

Summary of the Key Findings 

This chapter has presented data, its analysis and finally interpretations of the findings 

on the characteristics, challenges and leadership characteristics of the young 

executives. 

The findings show that the personal characteristics and traits of young 

executives are similar to those which are cited in empirical leadership literature. The 

young executives are articulate 49(98%, perceptive 47(94%), self confident 50(100%) 

self assured 48(96%) persistent 49(98%),determined 49(98%) trustworthy 49(98%) 

dependable 49(98%) friendly 45(90%) outgoing 42(84%) Ambitious 48(96%) Risk 

takers 43(86%) creative 49(98%), tolerance for ambiquity 30(60%), high energy 

50(100%), 49(98%) and self driven 50(100%). 

 The finding also found that the young executives face the same challenges as 

those cited in empirical leadership literature with varying degrees.  The challenge of 

getting support from the board was 28(56%), growing other leaders in the 

organization was a challenge for 36(72%) young executives, understanding employee 

values 37(74%), dealing with social media 26(52%) driving diversity 25(50%) 

detecting abrupt changes in consumer preference 35(70%), selecting the right staff  

25(50%), leaving poor performance on the job for too long 21(42%), not  listening to 

or seeking feedback 24(48%), ability to design jobs appropriately 24(48%). 

The young executives also employ similar leadership strategies as those cited 

in empirical leadership literature as follows; the young executives are result oriented 

49(98%), the management is made up of young professionals 34(68%), they are 
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guided by strategic plan  45(90%), they are innovative 41(82%), influence 46(92%), 

trust 45(90%), use of stories 35(70%), research on customer needs on regular basis 

41(82%) ethical behaviour, effective communication with stakeholders 48(96%), 

demanding high performance from the employees 50(100%). 

Further analysis from Chi square indicates that board support enhances 

innovation at lamda.64.  The findings also show a relationship between Board support 

and the young professionals at .48 lamda, diversity and innovation at.4 lamda and 

lastly social media and young professionals at .40 lamda. 

 

Summary 

 This chapter has presented analyzed and interpreted the data. A 

summary of the key findings have also been presented. The next chapter gives the 

summary, conclusions and recommendations on the area of study based on the 

findings. 

CHAPTER FIVE 

DISCUSSIONS, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Introduction 

This chapter highlights discussions, conclusions and recommendations on the 

salient issues arising out of the study. The conclusions and recommendations are 

discussed in the light of the objectives and the purpose of the study. 

The objectives of the study 

The objectives of the study were to; (1) identify the characteristics of the 

young successful executives: (2) establish the challenges that the young executives 

face and; (3) determine the leadership strategies employed by the young successful 

executives to achieve high performance. 
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The findings of the study 

The findings of the study show that young executives have similar 

characteristics, challenges and leadership strategies with those stated in the empirical 

leadership literature. 

According to Northhouse (2007), leaders are articulate, confident, self assured, 

persistent, determined, dependable, friendly outgoing, creative and ambitious among 

other leadership characteristics.  These same characteristics were found in the study 

with the young executives.  The study found most of them were articulate (98%), 

were perceptive (94%), were self confident (100%) and self assured at 96%.  The 

study also found the young executive to be persistent (98%), determined (98%), 

trustworthy (98%)  and dependable at 98%  Being friendly (90%), outgoing (84%) 

ambitious (96%) and Risk takers at 86%.  Creativity (98%), tolerance for ambiguity 

(60%), high energy (98%) and self driven 100% were also behaviours found in the 

young executives. 

The study also confirmed that the young executives also face the same 

challenges faced by leaders worldwide regardless of their age as mentioned by Nash 

(2010) and Perrin et al. (2012).  The findings show that the young executives 

challenges included getting support from the board (56%), growing other leaders in 

the organization (72%) and understanding employee values (74%).  Other challenges 

include dealing with social media (52%), driving diversity (50%), detecting abrupt 

changes in consumer preference (70%), and selecting the right staff (50%).  

Challenges of  leaving poor performance on the job for too long (42%), not  listening 

to or seeking feedback (48%), and lack of ability to design jobs appropriately (48%) 

were cited. 
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The young executives also employ similar leadership strategies as those cited 

in empirical leadership literature.  These leadership strategies include being result 

oriented (98%), this is facilitated by use of a strategic plan which guides the 

executives on what do and what not to do (Lafley, 2009).  They also employ young 

professionals so that the workforce has similar behaviours, values and beliefs 

reducing conflicts as noted by Weyland (2011). This reduced conflicts increases 

innovation (82%) turning challenges into opportunity (Kouzesand Posner, 2007). The 

young executives also build and use influence (92%) to reduce resistance to good 

ideas. This is through trusting their employees (90%) which in turn increases 

collaboration (Kaufman 2011).  They also use  stories (70%) to break hard concepts to 

formats that are easier to grasp (Kaufman, 2011).  The young executives also carry 

out research on customer needs on regular basis (82%) to be able to identify customer 

preferences and innovate in real time (Luftman, 2004).  Ethical behaviour (98%) is 

essential for young executives for sustained leadership as noted by Koestenbaum et al. 

(2004). Effective communication with stakeholders (96%) is crucial for young 

executives to build a brand and create an urgency for action a fact noted by Baldoni 

(2001). The young executive also demand high performance from the employees 

(100%) through the performance management systems of appraisal (Amstrong, 2010). 

Discussion 

Daft (2008b) and Zaccaro, Kemp, and Bader (2003) posit that leaders have 

certain personal characteristics that assist them to be efficient where they lead. This 

characteristics are outlined by Northhouse (2007) as follows: articulate, perceptive, 

self confident, self assured, persistent, determined, trustworthy, dependable, friendly, 

outgoing, ambitious, risk takers, creative, tolerant to ambiguity, higher energy, have 

internal focus of control, and are self driven. This research study confirmed that the 
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young executives have similar characteristics with empirical leadership literature as 

the respondents indicated 100% to 84% positive responses with a majority at 98% and 

100%.  The young executives were found to have a weakness in tolerance to 

ambiguity with a positive response rate of 60%. The findings suggest that all 

executives despite their age have personal traits which are almost similar to one 

another (Daft, 2008).  This study also confirms a study by Giberson, Resick and 

Dickson (2005) that sought to examine the similarity of the personal traits of leaders 

within different institutions. The study collected samples from 32 institutions. The 

findings of the research study revealed that there was homogeneity in the personal 

traits and values held by executives in the sample institutions. 

The study also investigated the challenges that leaders faced as they performed 

their institutional duties and obligations. According to Perrin et al. (2012) and Daft 

(2008), the following challenges are common to all institutional leaders: getting 

support from the board of directors, growing leaders, understanding the shifting 

employee values, dealing with social media, driving diversity, abrupt changes in 

consumer preference, selecting the right personnel, leaving poor performance on the 

job for too long, not listening to or seeking feedback, and the ability to design a job 

properly. The study utilized these challenges to examine if the young executives faced 

the same challenges. 

  The findings of the study confirmed that the young executives faced the same 

challenges in varying degrees.  From the findings of the study, the challenge with the 

highest percentage rate was understanding changing employee values 74% followed 

by growing other young executives at 62%. The third challenge was getting support 

from the board of directors at 56%, while dealing with social media was 56%, driving 

diversity and selecting the right staff, were at 50%.  The lowest percentage in 
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challenges faced by young executives was leaving poor performance on the job for 

too long with a percentage response rate of 42%.  

Understanding the changing employee values is very important due to the 

different generations in the workplace.  According to Pfeffer (1983) the different 

generations should work together utilizing their core competencies, the older 

generation spending more time to inspire and mentor the young, while the young 

executives who embrace technology are encouraged to carry out strategic intelligence, 

research and innovation.   Knowledge on the employee values will also assist the 

executive in building a performance culture together with a strong corporate brand 

where the values of staff match the brand of the company (De Chernatony 2001).  

Growing young leaders is also a big challenge however this is understandable since 

the young executives are busy developing their own mastery and credibility as noted 

by Hughes, Ginnett, and Curphy, (2009). Listening to or seeking feedback (48%) is a 

basic leadership skill and should be developed to an advanced level,  that of problem 

solving and negotiation (Hughes et al., 2009).   

The ability to design jobs appropriately (48%) is the work of the executive 

who according to Senge (2006) a leader is a designer.  However training in talent 

acquisition, performance management, job design and selective recruitment is 

necessary for the executive to succeed (Armstrong 2003). 

The study further analyzed the leadership strategies employed by executives. 

They include being result oriented, the use of strategic plan, encouraging innovation 

and research.  Having an ethical behavior, and demanding high performance from 

employees are also leadership strategies found in empirical literature and employed 

by the young executives.  
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 The strategy with the highest percentage used by the young executives is 

demanding high performance from the employees (100%) through performance 

management and creating a culture of performance (Armstrong, 2003). The second 

highest was being result oriented (98%) followed by ethical behaviour (98%). The 

influence strategy (92%) led to compliance and collaboration resulting in performance 

according to Cialdini (2003).  Effective communication with stakeholders (96%) 

plays a great role in branding and visibility of the organization (Baldoni, 2001).  The 

findings of this study therefore represent a true reflection of the leadership theory 

based on empirical literature. 

Conclusion 

1. The personal characteristics and traits of young executives are similar to those 

which are cited in empirical leadership literature. 

2. The young executives face the same challenges as those cited in empirical 

leadership literature.  

3. The young executives employ similar leadership strategies as those cited     in 

empirical leadership literature 

Recommendations 

In view of the above discussions and conclusions, the researcher would like to 

make the following recommendations. 

1. Leadership traits should be detected early so that it can be natured and 

developed early for greater benefits to the society and organizations 

headed by young executives.   

2. Emotional maturity should be used in selection of young executives since 

it is core to leadership.  It should also be taught in schools for greater 
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awareness and growth.  Training is also necessary on leadership soft skills 

and human resource skills such as influence, story telling, talent 

acquisition, selective recruiting, job designs and diversity. 

3. Mentorship programs are recommended in order to share experiences and 

knowledge and at the same time build knowledge management. This may 

also bring an understanding into the different value systems and how to 

harmonize them to match the corporate brand. 

4.  It is imperative that young executives enhance their skills on good board 

relations to increase innovation and performance.  This could be facilitated 

through Executive Forums and Seminars. 

 

Recommendations for Further Research 

1. The success the top 40 executives under 40 years enjoy, is it long term or is it 

hyped up by the media. 

2. What are the advantages and disadvantages of having a young CEO? 

3. A research on the perception of employees led by young executives. 

4. Which sector or industry has many young executives and why? 

5. What leadership styles do the young executive employ in the firms they lead? 

Conclusions 

The young executives have similar leadership traits and characteristics, 

challenges and leadership strategies with empirical literature.  The only setback they 

may face is emotional maturity, selecting the right staff and ability to design jobs 

appropriately. The solutions for these setbacks are training, mentorship and coaching.  
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APPENDICES 

Appendix One: Questionnaire 

 

My name is Nancy Mwaura, a final year MBA student at Daystar.  I would 

like to find your views on leadership strategies employed by young executives. 

Kindly take a few minutes and answer this questionnaire.  The success of this research 

will greatly depend on your honest contribution.  The Questionnaire will be treated 

with confidentiality. 

Your cooperation is highly appreciated. 

SECTION A:  Demographic Information. 

1. What is your age bracket? 

20 and below [  ]  21-25 [  ]  26-30 [  ] 31-35 [  ] 36-40 [  ] 

2. What is your gender? 

Male [  ]  Female [  ] 

3. What is your highest educational qualification? 

Diploma [  ] Bachelors Degree [  ]  Masters Degree [  ] PHD [  ] 

 

Other(specify)....................................................................................................... 

4. What is your occupation? 

.............................................................................................................................. 

5. What is your Professional training? 

.............................................................................................................................. 

6. What Awards/Recognition have you received? 

.............................................................................................................................. 
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SECTION B: 

7. Kindly indicate whether you have the following personal attributes 

Key: 5= Strongly Agree    4=Agree    3=Neutral    2=Disagree    1= Strongly disagree 

Personal Attributes 1 2 3 4 5 

Articulate:  Communicates effectively with others      

Perceptive:  Discerning and insightful      

Self Confident:  Believes in oneself and one’s ability      

Self Assured:  Secure with self, free of doubts      

Persistent:  Stays fixed on the goal despite interference      

Determined:  Takes a firm stand, acts with certainty      

Trustworthy:  Acts believably, inspires confidence      

Dependable:  Is consistent and reliable      

Friendly:  Shows kindness and warmth      

Outgoing:  Talks freely, gets along well with others      

Ambitious: Having a desire to achieve a particular goal      

Risk taker:  Takes action with possibility of loss or great 

opportunity 

     

Creative: Being innovative      

Tolerance for ambiguity: planning and executing 

appropriate actions in light of limited information. 

     

Internal locus of control: Responsible for your destiny      

Self driven: Motivate to achieve      
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8.   List any other personal attributes you possess not listed above. 

..............................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................. 

9.  Leadership challenges 

Indicate to what extent you agree to the following leadership challenges with;  

Key: 5= Strongly Agree    4=Agree    3=Neutral    2=Disagree    1= Strongly disagree 

Leadership Challenges 1 2 3 4 5 

Getting Board Support      

Growing other leaders      

Understanding changing Employee 

values      

Dealing with Social Media      

Driving Diversity      

Abrupt changes in consumer preferences      

Selecting the right personnel      

Leaving poor performance on the job for 

too long      

Not listening to or seeking feedback      

Ability to design jobs appropriately      

 

10. What other leadership challenges do you face as a young Executive? 

....................................................................................................................................... 

....................................................................................................................................... 

....................................................................................................................................... 
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Leadership Strategies 

11. Indicate the extent you apply the following leadership strategies 

Key: 5= Strongly Agree    4=Agree    3=Neutral    2=Disagree    1= Strongly disagree 

Leadership Strategies 1 2 3 4 5 

I am result oriented      

My management is made up young 

professionals      

I am guided by the strategic plan      

I influence the management and 

subordinates staff      

I trust the management and subordinate 

staff      

I use stories to break hard concepts into 

easier concepts      

Innovation is key in my work and those 

around me      

Research on the customer needs is 

undertaken regularly       

Ethical behaviour is critical in my 

organization.      

Maintain effective communication with 

key stakeholders.       

I demand high performance standards 

from my employees      
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12. Kindly provide any other information that you feel has made young executives 40 

years and below very successful. 

.......................................................................................................................................... 

.......................................................................................................................................... 

 Thank you very much for participating in the study.  God bless. 
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Appendix Two A: Sampling Frame 

 Name Age Occupation  

1 James Mworia 35 CEO Centum  

2 Dr Gachao Kiuna 33 CEO Transcentury  

3 Duncan Kabui 39 CEO Chasebank  

4 Dr Ahmed Kalebi  

Yakub 36 MD Lancet Kenya  

5. Kamal Budhabhatti 36 CEO Craft Silicon  

6 Kenneth Karuga 26 Senior Economist, Equity Bank  

7 Gerald Wamalwa 37 MD & Founder, Mellech Engineering  

8 Paras Shah 37 Partner, Harrison & Mathews Advocate  

9 Ken Njoroge 36 CEO  Cellulant  

10 Edward Mungai 36 Head of regional office IFU  

11 NziokaWaita 36 Director of regulatory affairs, Safaricom  

12 Mahesh Acharya 32 Partner, Kaplan and Stratton Advocates  

13 Edwin Macharia 33 Dalberg’s Regional Director for Africa  

14 Alex Nyaga Mugo 37 CEO  & Founder Parapet  

15 Moses Nderitu 38 Founder & MD Excloosive  

16 Mike Macharia 36 Founder & Group CEO Seven Seas Technologies   

 

17 Michael Mutiga 35 

Director & Corporate Banking Head Citibank 

N.A Kenya  

 

18 Victor Munyua 36 

Head of Commercial relations, Google sub-

Saharan Africa  

19 Moses Onchwati 32 Technical operations officer Africa, Blackberry  

20 VimalParmar 29 Head of Research, Kestrel Capital (EA) Kenya  

21 Martin Khafafa 36 General Manager, Radio Africa Group  

22 Phillip Muema 35 Tax Partner, KPMG KENYA  

23 Leonard Mudachi 36 Blanco’s Holdings Limited  

24 

Lawrence Mbugua 39 

Business Operations Director Capita Symonds 

(Kenya)  

25 Anthony Mwithiga 37 Chief Investment Officer Stanbic Bank  

26 

Hezron Gikanga 39 

Group Head regulatory Information Support 

Airtel Africa  

27 

Alfred k'Ombudo 32 

Coordinator IFC/WorldBank Group Investment 

Climate programme  

28 Ahmed Ben Bella 35 CEO & Founder Avtech systems Limited  

29 David Muindi 34 Head of Audit at Stanchart for East Africa  

30 Morris Kiwinda 

Mbondenyi 34 

Chair of Department of Law Nazarene 

University  

31 Lucas Otieno 39 Director Faida Investment Bank  

32 Amit Shah 38 CEO  Chemicals & School Supplies Ltd  

33 

Ramesh Kavil 36 

Regional Head Shared Services & Operational 

Excellence Barclays Africa  

34 

Vishal Agarwal 39 

PWC Deals Leader for East, West & Central 

Africa  
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 Name   Age Occupation  

35 Peter Njonjo 35 General Manager, Coca-Cola East Africa  

36 Zack Matere 39 Farmer  

37 Shalin Gudka 36 Head of Treasury KCB Bank  

38 Michael Musau 31 CEO & Founder Emerging Africa Capital  

39 

Albert Sigei 39 

Vice President Business Support(Nigeria & 

Benin) Lafarge  

40 Paul Munene Nyaga 37 Vice President Renaissance Capital  

Source: Business Daily 16
th

 December, 2011 pp 8-21 
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Appendix Two B: Sample Frame 

 

 Name Age Occupation 

1 

 

 

Olga Arara–Kimani 39 Google Country Manager Kenya 

2 Agnes Kagure 36 

Executive Financial Adviser CFC 

Life 

3 Jessica Colaco 28 Manager Ihub 

4 Isis Nyong'o 33 VP and MD Africa, INMOBI 

5 Marion Gathoga 39 MD Cadbury Kenya 

6 Maggie Ireri 36 MD Synovate Kenya 

7 Angela Ambutho 39 MD Infotrack Harris 

8 Njeri Ndehi 36 

Head of Corporate banking CFC 

Stanbic 

9 Joan Njoroge 39 MD, Egen Africa 

10 Hital Miraj 38 

Head of Networking academy, 

Cisco East Africa 

11 HarpretUbi 30 Partner, Daly &Figis Advocates 

12 Janet Kabiru 39 Head of Tax and Treasury, BAT 

13 Rose Nduati Mutero 31 Parner AT& K 

14 Anne Muraya 39 Audit Parner, Deloitte Consulting 

15 Ory Okollah 34 

Policy & Government Relations 

Manager Google Africa 

16 Risper genga Ohaga 36 

Director of Internal Audit - 

Barclays Bank 

17 Monica Matiri 36 Entreprenuer 

18 Sylvia Mulinge 34 

General Manager of Entreprise 

Business, Safaricom 

19 Alison Ngibuini 35 

Film Producer, Founder AL is On 

Production 

20 Julie Gichuru 37 Television Anchor 

21 Sakina Hassanali 27 Marketing Manager, Hassconsult 

22 Dorothy Ghettuba 32 CEO/Partner Spielworks Media 

23 SonaParmar Mukhejee 31 Clinical Nutritionist 

24 Eva Kiplagat 39 Customer Service Consulting 

25 Kanini Mutooni 35 

Founder Myazimia Microfinance 

software company 

26 Susan Kilolo-Kadege 33 

Investor Relations Manager, 

Safaricom 

27 Patricia Kiwanuka 34 

Business Development VP - 

Pinebridge Investments EA 

28 Adema Sangale 34 MD, Protocal and Gamble 

29 Faith Basiye Omolo 38 Head of Forensic Audit, KCB 

30 Dr Nelly Yatich 33 Researcher, KEMRI 

31 Nely Palmeris 35 Senior Warden 

32 Angela Waki 30 Coulson Harney 
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 Name Age Occupation 

34 Carole Kariuki 36 CEO Kepsa 

35 Bancy Gakuru 35 Chief Talent Officer, Seven Seas 

36 Priscilla Nyokabi 33 ED, Kituo cha Sheria 

37 Thirity Engineer 37 

Regional Marketing Director, 

Glaxosmithkline 

38 Mary Anne Mwaniki 35 Standard chartered UK 

39 Emma Miloyo 30 Partner, Design Source 

40       

Source: Business Daily, June 3rd 
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Appendix Three:  Chi-square Tests Analysis 

CHI-SQUARE TESTS ANALYSIS   

Challenges and Strategies lamda 

Board Support and Result Orientated 0.16 

Board support and Young Professionals 0.48 

Board support and strategic plan 0.16 

Board support and influence 0.04 

Board support and trust 0.02 

Board support and stories 0.02 

Board support and innovation 0.64 

Board support and research 0.32 

Board support and communication 0.32 

Growing young leaders and result oriented 0.04 

Growing young leaders and young professionals 0.12 

Growing young leaders and strategic plan 0.04 

Growing young leaders and influence 0.08 

Growing young leaders and trust 0.05 

Growing young leaders and stories 0.10 

Growing young leaders and innovation 0.16 

Growing young leaders and research 0.08 

Growing young leaders and communication 0.08 

Understanding employee changing values and result oriented 0.08 

Understanding employee changing  values and young professionals 0.24 

understanding employee values and strategic plan 0.08 

understanding employee values and influence 0.16 

understanding employee values and trust 0.02 

Understanding employee values and stories 0.32 

Understanding employee values and innovation 0.29 

Understanding employee values and research 0.16 

Understanding employee values and communication 0.08 

Social media and result oriented 0.10 

Social media and young professionals 0.30 

Social media and strategic plan 0.10 

Social media and influence 0.20 

Social media and  trust 0.10 

Social media and stories 0.10 

Social media and innovation 0.40 

Social media and research 0.20 

Social media and communication 0.20 

Diversity and Result oriented 0.10 

Diversity and young professionals 0.30 

Diversity and Strategic plan 0.10 

Diversity and selection of right staff 0.20 
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CHI-SQUARE TESTS ANALYSIS  

Challenges and Strategies  lamda 

Diversity and keeping poor performance for too long 0.10 

Diversity and listening to and seeking feedback 0.10 

Diversity and innovation 0.40 

Diversity and research 0.20 

Diversity and customer preference 0.10 

Diversity and communication 0.20 

Listening to  consumer preferences  and result oriented 0.04 

Listening to consumer preferences  and young professionals 0.16 

Listening to consumer preferences and strategic plan 0.07 

Listening to consumer preferences and influence 0.12 

Listening to consumer preferences and trust 0.09 

Listening to consumer preferences and use of stories 0.04 

Listening to consumer preferences and innovation 0.36 

Listening to consumer preferences and research 0.32 

Listening to consumer preferences and ethical behaviour 0.08 

Listening to consumer references and communication 0.07 

Selecting the right personnel and result oriented 0.02 

Selecting the right personnel and young professionals 0.08 

Selecting the right personnel and strategic plan 0.04 

Selecting the right personnel and influence 0.02 

Selecting the right personnel and trust 0.04 

Selecting the right staff and use of stories 0.04 

Selecting the right staff and innovation 0.02 

Selecting the right staff and research 0.09 

Selecting the right staff and ethical behaviour 0.17 

Selecting the right staff and communication 0.04 

Leaving poor performance for too long and result oriented 0.01 

Leaving poor performance for too long and young professionals 0.05 

Leaving poor performance for too long and strategic plan 0.06 

Leaving poor performance for too long and influence 0.04 

Leaving poor performance for too long and trust 0.02 

Leaving poor performance for too long and stories 0.07 

Leaving poor performance for too long and innovation 0.07 

Leaving poor performance for too long and research 0.04 

Leaving poor performance for too long and ethical behaviour 0.09 

leaving poor performance for too long and communication 0.02 

Not listening to or seeking feedback and result oriented 0.04 

Not listening to or seeking feedback and young professionals 0.07 

Not listening to or seeking feedback and strategic plan 0.2 

Not listening to or seeking feedback and influence 0.07 

Not listening to or seeking feedback and trust 0.13 

Not listening to or seeking feedback and use of stories 0.27 
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CHI-SQUARE TESTS ANALYSIS  

Challenges and Strategies   lamda 

Not listening to or seeking feedback and innovation  0.01 

Not listening to or seeking feedback and research 0.02 

Not listening to or seeking feedback and ethical behaviour 0.02 

Not listening to or seeking feedback and communication 0.04 

Ability to Design Jobs appropriately and result oriented  0.04 

Ability to Design Jobs appropriately and young professionals 0.12 

Ability to design jobs appropriately and strategic plan 0.04 

Ability to design jobs appropriately and selecting the right staff 0.08 

Ability to design jobs appropriately and innovation 0.16 

Ability to design jobs appropriately and research 0.08 

Ability to design jobs appropriately and communication 0.08 
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